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product or process disclosed in this report, or represents that its use by such third party would not 
infringe privately owned rights. The views expressed in this report are not necessarily those of 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.



ABSTRACT 

This study of small, spring-actuated relief valves (SRVs) on 
emergency core cooling systems is part of the resolution of Generic Safety 
Issue 165, "Spring-Actuated Safety and ReliefValve Reliability." Five typical 
reactor plants representative of different types were surveyed using their 
probabilistic risk assessments (PRA) (with modifications) and Systems 
Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations 
(SAPHIRE). An updated, pessimistic, failure probability was used for SRV 
premature opening (PO)(8.6E-2). The worst case SRV assumed to be failed 
open in the most sensitive plant produced a only a small change in the 
estimated CDF. The minimum level specified to require corrective actions was 
not met, so this Generic Issue may be proposed for resolution without further 
action. Power plant implementation of new testing requirements, developed 
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and adopted by the United 
State Nuclear Regulatory Commission, will bring virtually 100% of the 
subject SRVs into testing programs, contrasted with the smaller proportion 
now being tested.  

Job Code: W6144-7--Technical Support in Risk Assessment
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study of small spring actuated relief valves (SRVs) on safety related support systems was undertaken 
to provide information helpful in resolving Generic Safety Issue 165, "Spring-Actuated Safety and Relief 
Valve Reliability." This study addresses small, safety-related spring-actuated relief valves and excludes the 
large valves, such as reactor coolant system and steam generator relief valves. The major steps were: 

"SRV failure events were studied to identify applicable failure modes and probabilities. Premature opening 
was identified as the dominant failure mode, and the highest credible probability of this failure was 
estimated to be 8.6E-2 per demand.  

"* Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) data was selected from five plants representative of different plant 
types, with suitable PRA and plant documentation available.  

" The systems of the five plants were surveyed to identify systems with higher risk increase potential. A 
system sensitivity analysis was performed for each of these five plants that quantitatively compared the 
changes in core damage frequency (CDF) when each plant system is assumed failed (risk increase).  

" For each plant, the safety related support systems with higher importance (greater change in CDF) were 
examined for the presence of SRVs. Many safety-related support systems do not have SRVs, or they have 
SRVs that can not produce significant depletion or diversion of coolant inventory, because of their small 
size or location in low pressure portions of the system.  

"* The risk increase potential of the identified SRVs was evaluated by performing detailed analyses at the 
component level. This approach identified the most important SRV in each of the five plants.  

" A themal-hydraulic analysis of the SRV with the highest risk increase potential was performed. A 
thermal-hydraulic model was used to evaluate flow rates through a system with and without an SRV in a 
failed open condition. The system model was developed around the Combustion Engineering (CE) plant 
two-train, redundant high pressure safety injection (-PS1) system The results are that at worst 
conditions, 63% of single train flow is discharged through the SRV. This is enough to prevent the 
function of one train of the system (but not both trains). All the other SRVs that had been identified in the 
sensitivity study were shown to be incapable of failing the associated trains and systems.  

" The CDF of the CE plant was re-estimated assuming that the SRV, failed with a probability of 8.6E-2, 
caused the failure of Train 2 of the HPSI system. The increase in plant CDF (to 3.6E-5/Rx-Yr) for this 
case is 6.OE-6/Rx-Yr, an increase by 20% compared to the base case (3.0E-5/Rx-Yr).  

All the SRVs examined in this study, that were sized for thermal relief alone, were shown to be incapable 
of disabling the associated train and system. The worst case failed open SRV proved to be sized substantially 
larger than needed for thermal relief purposes, since it served the dual purpose of protecting the associated
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header from positive displacement charging pumps discharge pressure. The small change in the estimated 
CDF produced by the malfunction of this worst case SRV does not exceed the 1.OE-5/Rx-Yr level specified 
in the GSI- 165 Task Action Plan (TAP) as being the minimum CDF change that would justify further action.  
Based on the specifications of the TAP, it appears that this generic issue could be proposed for closure with 
no further action.
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Effect on Core Damage Frequency of Safety-Related 
Spring-Actuated Relief Valve Performance 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Small safety relief valves, also known as spring-actuated relief valves, are part of the safety related 
support systems at commercial nuclear reactors. These safety relief valves are provided to relieve pressure 
from thermal expansion. When the safety relief valves function properly, they open (lift) within a given 
tolerance of a preset pressure and then reseat after pressure has decreased by a preset fraction of the opening 
set point 

Three helpful definitions' are: 

" Safety Valve - Safety valves are typically spring-loaded valves used for gas or steam pressure relief 
service and are often called "pop" safety valves because of their rapid opening action. Steam safety valves 
feature larger diameter inlet nozzles and outlets. Also, they have specially designed seat and nozzle 
geometries to ensure rapid opening action.  

" Relief Valve - Relief valves are used for liquid service and are smaller than safety valves. Relief valves 
open gradually and in proportion to the increase in system pressure above the opening pressure. A slight 
disc rise or "lift" produces a rapid reduction in pressure because of the relative incompressibility of 
liquids.  

"* Safety Relief Valve (SRV) - Safety relief valves are automatic pressure-relieving devices used as either a 
safety or relief valve to protect plant personnel and equipment 

Safety relief valves are further categorized by body size and flow capacity. Body size is usually given in 
the form of inlet diameter by outlet diameter (such as W" by A"). Flow capacity is specified as a given flow 
rate at a specified lift pressure (such as 5 gpm at 500 psig), or by specifying the inlet size and orifice diameter 
(3/4" inlet, 0.187" orifice diameter). Any given valve body size can be orificed to yield any of a range of 
flows at a given lift pressure.
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1.2 Objective

This study focuses on the small, spring-actuated SRVs on emergency core cooling fluid systems and other 
safety related support systems. In particular, this report evaluates the probability of SRV failure and the 

sensitivity of SRV failure on the CDF for a selected cross section of domestic nuclear power plants. This 

determination is being done as a risk assessment to probabilistically investigate potential changes in CDF as 

a function of SRV failure likelihood.  

This is a report of work done to obtain information relevant to Generic Safety Issue 165, "Spring

Actuated Safety and Relief Valve Reliability." The work is a study to develop indications of whether or not 

the malfnmctioning of the subject valves constitute a significant, generic safety concern. The view of this 
study is to investigate the deteriorated capability to inject water into the vessel during injection and 

recirculation as a consequence of postulated failures of SRVs. Detailed studies of large safety and relief 

valves (such as those in main steam and reactor coolant systems) have been documented elsewhere and are 

specifically excluded from this study.  

1.3 Work Scope 

The risk posed by SRV failures was determined, using the best available probability of failure and 
hydraulic effects of failed open SRVs. Results were produced that are best estimates of the changes in plant 

risk in terms of changes in CDF for given SRV failure probabilities. Computerized plant risk models were 

used, following the guidance of Appendix B.4 ofNUREG-1489, 2 "Guidance for PRA Use in Resolving 

Issues." 

A basic-event-level analysis was performed by using reports and data prepared previously by various 
program participants. The relevant SRV failure data were selected and used to recalculate failure 
probabilities to use in the PRA re-analysis of this study. Only the data for SRV failures in emergency core 

cooling systems (ECCSs) were used in the failure rate recalculations, because doing so excludes large SRVs, 
which have been the subject of other studies.  

PRA screening assessments were performed on five PRAs (see Section 3). The point of the screening 
analyses was to identify the systems in each plant that have the highest importance in affecting CDF. Those 
systems with high importance were reviewed for the presence of SRVs. The conservative assumption was 
made that SRV failure equates to system failure (any SRV, even if it does not have the capacity to fail the 
system, was assumed to do so). This analysis identified SRVs in safety related support systems, potentially 
important to the plant CDF, that should be studied in detail.  

Using a plant system identified in the PRA screening analysis as a basis, a simple hydraulic model was 

developed and analyzed to determine system and SRV discharge flows for a range of conditions. The PRA 
and final safety analysis report (FSAR) of the basis plant were consulted for information on required flows 
into the core so that the effects of the failed SRV could be understood.
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In U.S. commercial nuclear operating experience, some SRV failures have gone undetected for several 
hours, releasing significant quantities of potentially contaminated water. As a case study, the release 
pathways for the SRVs in the system identified in the PRA screening analysis were examined for adequate 
disposition of SRV discharges.  

The most important plant-system-valve combination identified in the PRA screening analyses was then 
reanalyzed using the probabilities for SRV failure calculated in the basic event analysis and the qualitative 
system success information from the hydraulic analysis.  

1.4 Acknowledgments 

This work was supported by the Generic Safety Issues Branch, Division of Engineering Technology, 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Under Depatment of Energy 
(DOE) Contract Number DE-AC07-94lD13223. The authors would like to acknowledge the ongoing NRC 
Project "Plant Data Base Development for SAPHIRE" (JCN W6241). The SAPHIRE project provided the 
PRAflndividual Plant Examination (PE) database information for the selected plants in a format suitable to 
perform the analyses for the study.  

1.5 Report Outline 

This report is organized into six major sections: the basic event analysis, PRA screening analysis, 
hydraulic analysis, release pathway analysis, PRA re-analysis, and a summary. This report also contains a 
section for references cited and two appendices. Appendix A contains tables of records used in calculating 
revised SRV failure probabilities. Appendix B contains some details of the PRA calculations performed for 
the study.
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2. BASIC EVENT ANALYSIS

The PRA techniques in this study use basic event probabilities as their starting points. Each PRA 
presents an estimated failure probability for each equipment item providing a safety function in the plant For 
example, the possibility that a spring-actuated relief valve will fail to close when demanded is a basic event 
and is assigned a probability of occurrence. This section develops a basis for SRV failure probabilities for 
use in estimating the contribution of SRV malfuictions to plant CDFs. Consideration is also given to the 
availability of an updated probability of failure of the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to supply an 
adequate inventory when demanded.  

The potential consequences of SRV failures include the undetected depletion of stored water inventory, 
such that a subsequent demand on an emergency core cooling system would fail. RWST failures include 
physical failure of the tank and failure of the level detecting and alarming equipment. While no new RWST 
data are available, a recent study was made of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system reliability.3 Since both 
systems are safety grade and have similar controls on maintenance and operation, the probability of failure of 
the condensate storage tank (CST) is likely to be similar to the probability of failure of the RWST. The 
recent study found one failure (of level detection and alarming) in 1,116 AFW demands. The failure event 
cited in Reference 3 involved the use of an alternate source of condensate while the CST was out of service 
for repair, and is not representative of the instrumentation and monitoring applied to RWSTs. Therefore, the 
RWST failure probability value selected by the PRA analysts for each of the plant PRAs used in this study 
will be used unchanged.  

In an earlier phase of this study,4 work was done to prepare databases of valve failure records and of 
testing and operational demands. These records were extracted from the nuclear plant reliability data system 
(NPRDS), screened, and loaded into a personal computer database. Two SRV failure modes were 
considered: failure to close (FC) and premature opening (PO). FC failures account for events when the valve 
set point is reached, the valve opened, but failed to reseat when system pressure decreased below the reset 
point P0 failures account for events when the valve opens below the set point, for any reason, and 
(sometimes) stays open. These databases contain records for relief valves in several safety-related plant 
systems. This part of the study focused on ECCSs and used a subset of records from the referenced 
databases. Table 1 shows the generic system names and vendor-specific codes for the system records 
included in this study. This selection excludes large (greater than 4 inches in diameter) SRVs in all systems 
(including main steam and reactor coolant). The subject of the reliability of these large valves has been the 
subject of extensive studies, reported elsewhere.
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Table 1. Systems included in SRV basic event study.  

NPRDS Code by Vendors 

System name B&W CE W GE 

High Pressure Injection SFD SFG SFK 

Residual Heat Removal/Low Pressure Injection CFC CFD CFF CFA 

Auxiliary Feedwater HHB HHJ HHC 

Chemical and Volume Control PCB PCF PCG 

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling - - - CEA 

High Pressure Core Spray/Injection - - - SFB/SFC 

Low Pressure Core Spray - - - SFA 

Control Rod Drive - - - RBA 

a Not all systems are used in all reactor designs. The NPRDS codes shown were used to do the data retrieval for each ofthe 

systems named for all relevant vendors.  

The database RELIEFSY.DBF' provides the failure records for the FC failure mode for the five year 
period 1989-1993. Table A-1 of Appendix A shows the resulting subset of records when failures of valves 

from only the systems listed above are extracted. Table A-1 shows 25 testing type failures considered to be 

more than simple leakage in the five year period. The database CALTEST.DBF4 provides the basis for 
estimating the demands placed on relief valves by the testing process, which usually is a bench test of the 

valve. Table A-2 shows the relevant subset of test items (related to demands) corresponding to the selected 
test failures in Table A-1. As detailed in Appendix A-3, there is no simple way to determine the exact 
mmiber of testing demands, because of the shifting nature of American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) standards requirements, the plant-to-plant differences in which version of the standard is committed 

to and used, and varying interpretations in what the standards actualy require. Therefore, this report brackets 

the number of tests by considering a maximum and minimum number of tests. Table A-2 presents the 
maximum number of tests in the COMP(onent) TESTED column, showing the maximum number of tests per 
year for each row. The total for one year is 2267.5, so 11,338 test demands are expected for a five year 
period. This yields 25/11,338 = 2.2E-3 failures per demand. When the tests labeled "0/Not Done" are 
assumed to be tested every ten years rather than every year, the minimum number of tests is approximately 

1,643 in five years, which yields an FC rate of 1.5E-2.  

The database PO2ALL.DBF5 provides the failure records for the PO failure mode for the five year period 
1989-1993. Table A-3 shows the resulting subset of records when failures of valves from only the systems
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listed in Table 1 are extracted. Table A-3 shows 26 testing type failures considered to be more than simple 
leakage, within the five year period. These failures range in severity from sustained leakage due to seat 
damage or foreign material under the disc, to severe leakage due to jammed mechanisms or large objects 
stuck in the valve. Quantitative data is not available that would allow calculating flow rates, so for the 
purpose of this study, the assumption is made that all of the listed failures would have resulted in flow at or 
near the design flow rate of the respective valve. The admittedly pessimistic probability of failure that results 
from this assumption will be used to estimate an upper bound of the risk posed by the potential malfunction 
ofthese valves. The database CALTSTPO.DBF5 provides the basis for estimating the demands placed on 
relief valves by the testing process. Table A-4 shows the relevant subset of test items (related to demands) 
corresponding to the selected test failures in Table A-3, and shows the maximum number of tests per year for 
eachrow. The total for oneyear is 321.60, so 1,608 test demands are expectedin a five year period. This 
yields 26/1,608 = 1.6E-2 probability of failure per demand When the tests labeled "0/Not Done" are 
assumed to be tested every ten years rather than every year and three of the CE-CFD "9/Annual" tests are 
dropped because the raw data only showed one group of valves, the minimum number of tests is 
approximately 300 in five years, which yields a PO rate of 8.6E-2.  

Based on insights developed in the body of the report, two subsets of these data were considered, namely, 
CE plant safety-related SRV failures/demands (5/590 = 8.5E-3), and CE plant HPSI SRV failures/demands 
(1/65 = 1.5E-2). Since these two subsets yield smaller failure probabilities than the overall failure probability 
and are based on smaller sample sizes, the overall failure probability is used. See the referenced report if 
more details about the database are needed. (The Reference 5 report contains the entire databases and the 
retrieval, sorting and evaluation criteria if more detail is needed.) 

Appendix A-3 provides background on how testing frequencies are established, and why significant 
variation exists from plant to plant Appendix A-3 also points out that more SRVs will be included in plant 
testing programs each year as plants revise their inservice testing programs to conform to the latest ASME 
code requirements.  

Based on insights developed later in the report, two subsets of these data were considered: CE plant 
safety-related SRV failures/demands (5/590 = 8.5E-3), and CE plant HPSI SRV failures/demands (1/65 = 
1.5E-2). Since similar spring-actuated relief valves are used in the systems in the database, and the 
probabilities of failure on demand derived from these two subsets are slightly smaller than the overall failure 
probability and are based on smaller sample sizes, the PO failure probability is considered to be 8.6E-2.  

Of the two failure modes, the PO failure probability at 8.6E-2 is about 6 times higher than the FC rate of 
1.5E-2. System pressure must rise to the valve set point to be vulnerable to a FC event. The SRV would 
then open and remain open, even when the system pressure decreased below the set point. To be useful in the 
PRA, the FC probability must be multiplied by the probability that a system demand occurs, with pressure 
above the valve set point, and the valve opens, yielding a very small probability. A PO event occurs below 
the SRV set point pressure when the SRV opens and (usually) remains open; therefore, PO was selected as
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the bounding failure event type, since it dominates the scenario. Upon startup of an ECCS, for example, the 
premature (full) opening of a SRV gives a workable scenario for further study.
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3. PRA SCREENING ANALYSIS

In assessing the potential risk posed by SRV malfinctions, it was desirable to evaluate valves in a cross 
section of domestic commercial nuclear power plants. Five plants were selected so each reactor product line 
would be represented, system information could be accessed from available Safety Analysis Reports and 
piping and mstrwmentation drawings (PIDs), and a component level model of the PRA for each plant would 
be readily available in computerized form.  

The risk posed by stuck open SRVs in ECCS and other safety related systems can be better understood by 
considering SRV contributions to CDF. An impact on CDF can be evaluated by comparing the CDF 
calculated in the original PRA with the CDF calculated using PRA models modified to account for the 
postulated SRV failure probabilities and effects.  

Individual component and system contributions to CDF are estimated using PRA techniques. The 
availability of a personal computer program to rapidly perform case study calculations made this study 
possible. The IRRAS computer code, part of the SAPHIRE suite of PRA tools,6 performed the sensitivity 
studies. Another requirement of this study was to be able to change the probability of failure of an individual 
component and calculate the effect of that change on the plant CDF. This required the PRA models to be 
developed at the component level of detail. PRA or IPE data and information for several plants have been 
used to create component level risk models (SAPHIIRE 5.0 IRRAS-level). The risk models have been created 
according to the requirements of the NRC's Plant Data Base Development for SAPHIRE Project." 

Additional discussion of PRA models and the computer databases used in this study is found in Appendix 
B, "PRA Computer Database Information." 

Plant PRA component-level models have been created in IRRAS for a Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) plant, 
a General Electric (GE) plant, plants of Westinghouse three loop (W3L) and Westinghouse four loop (W4L) 
designs, and a CE plant As described below, system operating mode sensitivity studies have been performed 
on each plant, and the important systems have been examined for the presence of SRVs. Where SRVs were 
found, the plant models were modified and further PRA runs were performed at the component level to 
determine if the plant CDF was sensitive to individual SRV failures. The initial screening used the 
conservative assumptions that SRV failure equates to system failure (any SRV, even if it may not have the 
capacity to fail the system, was assumed to do so) and that the SRV failure always occurred (pfil). Since 
SRVs are seldom modeled as individual components, the basic events representing the related pumps were 
usually used as surrogate failure points.  

a. The purpose of the NRCs "Plant Data Base Development for SAPHIRE" project (JCN W6241) is to load plant specific 
PRA and IPE data and information into the computerized PRA data system. The data bases support the NRC's analytical needs, 
which may include additional safety studies, cost/benefit analyses, and an efficient means to evaluate generic safety issues.
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The relative importance of the systems containing SRVs was compared for the various plants. A "change 
factor" was calculated using the equation: 

change factor = [(New CDF - Base CDF)/Base CDF] .b 

The change factor was used to rank the SRV events from the five plants in the screening analysis. The plant 
with the highest ranked SRV change factor was selected for hydraulic analysis. The plant with the highest 
ranked SRV change factor was selected for PRA re-analysis, as described in later sections.  

The following steps were followed for each plant analyzed: 

1. The computerized PRA model was loaded and verified to produce the values given in the PRA 
documentation. The CDF from this verified loading is referred to as the "base case." 

2. The plant CDF sensitivity to total failure of pertinent systems was evaluated by calculating the CDF 
after setting each system to "always failed" in the PRA model. The respective table shows all the 
plant systems in the model whose failure produced a CDF higher than the base case, referred to as 
being higher in importance. The third column shows the CDF for the plant when each system, in turn, 
is assumed to fail totally. The table is sorted by CDF, in descending order. One row, "Base Case," is 
included to show the CDF with all failure probabilities set to their nominal (base case) value. A figure 
is included to show the results graphically. By forcing the model to consider a given system as always 
failed, the resulting CDF will reflect the maxinum extent to which that system influences successful 
accident mitigation.  

3. The plant important systems were reviewed for their use of SRVs by inspecting the relevant PIDs and 
identifying the locations of SRVs in those systems. The important systems that have SRVs are shown 
as indented rows in the respective table. Plant electric systems usually rank high in importance, and 
SRVs are found on the receivers of the emergency diesel generator (EDG) air start sub-systems.  
Thorough EDG studies have been reported,7 and plant designs provide extensive detection and 
warning systems for possible SRV failures. The EDG air-receiver SRVs were not investigated as part 
of this project.  

4. The analysis was taken one step further by modifying the plant PRAs, modeling the high ranking 
systems with an SRV or equivalent component assumed to be failed. Column four of each table 
shows the new plant CDFs when just the component(s) of interest is assumed to be failed. The plant 
system name is sufixed with S to denote an SRV on the pump suction or a D to denote an SRV on the 
discharge side. Each figure shows the new CDFs calculated when component failures are assumed.  

b. This is a variation of the risk achievement importance (RAI) measure. However, the RAI calculates the importance of 
systems by assuming they fail with a probability equal to 1.0, which is not consistent with analyses documented in the latter sections 
ofthis report Also, the change factor is normalized to the base case CDF to facilitate comparisons among different plant PRAs and 
Individual Plant Examinations (IPEs).
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By forcing the model to consider a given component as always failed, the resulting CDF will reflect 
the maximum extent to which that component influences successful accident mitigation.  

3.1 B&W Plant Analysis 

The base case was loaded from the available documentation. Table 2 and Figure I show the 10 risk 
important systems and the SRV occurrences. The B&W plant SRV event that had the highest new CDF was 
the failure of the low pressure injection and recirculation system because of the failure of the Train B suction 
SRV (change factor of 8).  

Table 2. B&W plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.

System Nameb 
HPSW 

COND CW NORM 
PPC PATH 
HPI & HPR 

HPI&HPR-S 
EFWNORM 

EFW - TDP steam 
LPI & LPR 

LPI&LPR-D 
NONVITAL 
INST AIR VITAL 

PPC RELIEF 
RX BLD CLG N/A 
Base Case

Description 
High Pressure Service Water 
Condenser Circulating Water 
Primary Pressure Control Path 
High Pressure Injection and Recirculation 

H P Injection & Recirculation - suction failure 
Emergency Feedwater 

Emergency Feedwater - TDP steam supply SRV 
Low Pressure Injection & Recirculation 

L P Injection & Recirculation - discharge failure 
Instrument Air - Nonvital 
Instrument Air - Vital 
Primary Pressure Control 
Reactor Building Cooling 
CDF with no changes to internal events data base

New CDF when 

system 
failed 

(/Rx-Yr') 
4.2E-01 

1.6E-02 

1.3E-02 

1.2E-02

1.2E-03 

3.5E-04 

1.8E-04 
4.8E-05 

4.4E-05 

2.6E-05 

1.7E-05

a. Indented rows are component-level results.  
b. Suffix S indicates SRVs in the suction portion ofthe system.  
c. Not safety related.
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New CDF 
when 

SRV basic 
event failed 

(/Rx-Yr) 

No SRVs 

No SRVs 

No SRVs 

13E-04 

4.2E-05 

1.5E-04 
Not SRC 

Low Rank 
LowRank 

Low Rank
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Figure 1. B&W plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.  

3.2 GE Plant Analysis 

The base case was loaded from the available documentation."-" Table 3 and Figure 2 show the five risk 
important systems and the SRV occurrences. The two SRV events that have the highest new CDFs are the 
reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) and high pressure core spray (HPCS) suction SRVs (change factors of 
5).
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Table 3. GE plant system and SRV failur contributions to CDF.  

New CDF 
New CDF when 

when system SRV basic 
failed event failed 

SystemName- Description (fRx-Yr) (/Rx-Yr') 
B1STABLA LOSS OF DIV I AND DIV 1 (B) AND DIV 11 (H1) AC 4.OE-03 EDG 
Ul - HPCS HIGH PRESSURE CORE SPRAY SYSTEM (HPCS) 4.2E-04 

Ul - HPCS - D HPCS DISCH HCS-XVM-PG-XV205 5.8E-06 
Ul - HPCS - S HPCS SUCTION HCS-XVM-PG-XV70 5.8E-06 

U2 - RCIC REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM (RCIC) 2.3E-04 
U2 - RCIC - S RCIC SUCTION HCS-XVM-PG-XV70 1.6E-05 

U3 - CRD CONTROL ROD DRIVE SYSTEM (CRD) 1.1E-04 
U3 - CRD - S CRD SUCTION CRD-CKV-HW-CV14B & 2.5E-06 

CRD-MDP-FR-MDPA 
X1 - SLC STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL (SLC) 9.6E-05 

X1 - SLC - D SLC SLC-SRV-HW-RV29A 2.5E-06 
Base Case CDF with no changes to internal events data base 2.5E-06 

a. Indented rows are component-level results.  
b. Suffixes of D and S indicate SRVs in the discharge and suction portions of the system, respectively.
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U_ 
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1.OE-05 z 

03 

1.OE-06 , 

5 C) g l .  

Figure 2. GE plant system and SRV filue conrbuion to CDF.  

3.3 Westinghouse Three Loop Plant Analysis 

The base case was loaded from the available documentaton.11,13 Table 4 and Figure 3 show the 10 risk 
important systems and the SRV occutrreces. One event, failure of an SRV assumed to affect the discharge of 
both trains of low press=r recirculation, had the highest new CDF with a change factor of 44. If the SRV 
failure is assumed to affect only one train, the change factor for the event is less than. one, and the second 
ranking W3L event is the failure of the AFW pump suction SRV, with a change factor of 2.
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Table 4. W3L plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.  

New CDF 
New CDF when SRV

System Nam&b Description
D1 

DI - CH1B 

SBO-12 

L 

L-AFW- S 
L-AFW- S 
L-AFW- TS 

HAS 
HAS-LPI - D2 
HAS-LPI - DI 

L3 

QS-SGOD 

NR7 

ODS 

Q-SGOD 

H2 

Base Case

FAIL HIGH PRES FLOW-CLD LEGS FRM 3 CHRG PMP 
FAIL HPI PMP MDPCHIB DISCHARGE CHECK VLV FTO 

STATION BLACKOUT FOR W3L UNITS 1&2 (EDGs) 
AUXILIARY FEEDWATER TO 1 OF 3 SGs 

AUX FEED MDP 3A SUCTION AFW-XVM-PG-XV168 
AUX FEED MDP 3B SUCTION AFW-XVM-PG-XV1 83 
AUX FEED TDP SUCTION AFW-XVM-PG-XV153 

LOW PRESSURE RECIRCULATION (LPR) - TO RCS 
LPR PUMPS DISCH LPI-CKV-FT-CV50 & 58 
LPR PUMP DISCH LPI-CKV-FT-CV58 

AUX FEEDWATER TO 1 OF 2 SGs FOR SGTR SEQ 
OP FAILS TO DEPRESS OR CLDN DURING SGTR 
FAIL TO RECOVER OFFSITE PWR WITHIN 7 HOURS [I] 
POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM, HUMAN ERROR (SGTR) 
RCS PORVs & BLK VLVS FAIL TO SHUT DURING SGTR 
HIGH PRESSURE RECIRCULATION PUMP FAILURE 

CDF with no changes to internal events data base

when system 
failed 
(/Rx-Yr) 

1.9E-02 

1.6E-02 
5.5E-03

1.5E-03 

3.9E-04 
3.2E-04 

1.8E-04 

1.4E-03 

1.3E-04 

3.6E-05 

3.4E-05

a. Indented rows are component-level results.  
b. Suffxe ofD and S indicate SRVs in the discharge and suction portions of the system, respectively.
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basic event 
failed 
(/Rx-Yr)
"(I.... .. I

3.5E-05 
EDG 

4.9E-05 
4.9E-05 
1.1E-04 

1.5E-03 
5.7E-5 
See L 

No SRVs 
No SRVs 
No SRVs 
No SRVs 

See D1
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Figure 3. W3L plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.  

3.4 Westinghouse Four Loop Plant Analysis 

The base case was loaded from the available documentation.14'" Table 5 and Figure 4 show the 10 risk 
important systems and the SRV occurrences. The event that has the highest new CDF is the low pressure 
recirculation discharge SRV assumed to cause the failure of both trains, that has a change factor of 11. If the 
SRV failure causes only one train to fail, the change factor is less than one.
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Table 5. W4L plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.  

New CDF 
New CDF when SRV 

when system basic event 
System failed failed 
Name'°' Description (TRx-Yr) (/Rx-Yr) 
Li AFWFROM ANY 1 PUMP TO 2/4 SGs 2.7E-02 No SRVs 
H2 HPR WITH 1/2 CHARGING OR SI TRAINS 5.2E-03 

H2-CHP-D CLIP: 2 PUMPS FTR CHP-MDP-FR-lAA & lBB 4.8E-05 
H2-HPI-D HPI: 2 PUMPS FTR HPI-MDP-FR-1AA & lBB 4.7E-05 
H2-LPI-D2 LPI: 2 PUMPS FTR LPI-MDP-FR-1AA & IBB 5.4E-04 
H2-LPI-Dl LPI: 1 PUMP FTRLPI-MDP-FR-1AA 5.0E-05 

1-13 LPI MINFLOW MODE OR LPR W/O HOT LEG 4.2E-03 See H2-LPI 
SBOMOD SINGLE UNIT STATION BLACKOUT EQ (EDGs) 3.7E-03 EDG 
114 121 MINFLOW MODE OR LPR OR HOT LEG RECIRC 1.OE-03 See H2-LPI 
HI 121 AND HOT LEG RECIRCULATION 5.5E-04 See H2-LPI 
D5 COLD LEG ACCUMULATOR (FAULT TREE ACC-i) 5.4E-04 No SRVs 
D6 LOW PRESSURE SYSTEM INJECTION MODE 5.4E-04 See H2-LPI 
QS2 STEAM GENERATOR INTEGRITY (RVs) 3.4E-04 No SRVs 
D4 OP FAILS TO INIT EMERGENCY BORATION (ATWS) 1.5E-04 See H2-ClP 
Base Case CDF with no changes to internal events data base 4.7E-05 

a Indented rows ae co-ponent4evel reltr.  
b. Suffix D indicates SRVs in the disd-arge pordion ofthe system.
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Figure 4. W4L plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.  

3.5 Combustion Engineering Plant Analysis 

To save repeating a significant amount of work, the CE plant CDF important systems were identified from 
other work done at the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL).16 Table 6 and 
Figure 5 show the CE systems and their relative importance. This system list differs from those developed 
for the other plants in that these are plant systems, whereas the analyses for GE, W3L, and W4L plants show 
system operating modes. The systems analysis used on the CE plant gathers all effects of the components in 
one system in one run, whereas the analyses of the three plants mentioned utilized the system mode categories 
already existing in the PRA model. In either method, the relative importance of each system is established, 
and component level analyses can then be performed.  

The CE plant important systems were analyzed for their use of SRVs by inspecting the relevant PIDs and 
identifying the locations of SRVs in those systems. The results are shown in Table 6, column four. To put 
the system screening CDFs in perspective with the method used on the previous plants, refer to the base case
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near the bottom of Table 6, labeled BC- 1. This is the base case with no failures postulated and the same 
conditions in effect as when the system importances were calculated, with a resulting CDF of 3.5E-5. The 
computerized PRA model was loaded and verified to produce the values given in the PRA documentation,ý," 
and base case BC-2 was calculated to be 3.OE-5, as shown in the last row of Table 6. The SRV-containing 
system of highest importance, HPSL, was analyzed on a component failure mode basis for CDF sensitivity by 
assuming either of the trains or both of the trains had failed as a result of a SRV failure. This is the same 
methodology used on the first four plants, making the results comparable. Table 6 and Figure 5 show the 
new plant CDFs when the HPSI system is failed, and the new plant CDF when just HPSI Train 2 is failed.  
The component showing the most sensitivity to postulated SRV induced failure is HPSI Header 2.  

To evaluate the impact of a stuck open SRV in the HPSI system on CDF, three cases were analyzed. In 
cases 1 and 2, CDF was estimated given a stuck open SRV failing both trains and Train 2, respectively. For 
the purpose of this analysis, in the first two cases, it was assumed that the SRV fails with a probability of 
one. In the third case, a more realistic probability value was assigned to SRV (PSV 9321) in Train 2 faling 
in a premature opening mode. Case 3 is discussed in the PRA re-analysis section.  

The HPSI SRV event that had the highest new CDF is case 1 (two train failure), with a change factor of 
125. Case 2 reflected the situation of SRV failure causing only the associated train to fail, and had a change 
factor of 3. The change factor was used to rank the SRV events from the five plants in the screening analysis, 
and provide the basis for selecting one for further study.  

A detailed discussion of the analysis of the CE plant HPSI system is provided in Appendix B. A large 
capacity SRV in the shutdown cooling system of this CE design (no power operated relief valve in the reactor 
coolant system) was not analyzed in this study. Known as PSV-9349, it provides over-pressure protection of 
the reactor coolant system when in shutdown cooling mode. The piping connected to this valve is isolated 
during power operation and remains isolated until plant conditions permit the shift to shutdown cooling. The 
valve is included in the plant inservice testing program, since it is part of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary during shutdown cooling operation. Since it did not meet the scope of this study, it was not 
investigated further.
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Table 6. CE plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.  

New CDF when New CDF when SRV 
System system failed basic event failed 
Name8  Description (/Rx-Yr) (/Rx-Yr) 
M HVAC/Chilled Water 2.6E-01 No SRVsb 
U Electric Power 2.3E-01 EDG 
L Auxiliary Feedwater 1.1E-01 NoSRVs 
T Main Steam Relief Available 1. IE-02 SRVs c 
H High Pressure Safety Injection 9.4E-03 See below 
P Saltwater Cooling 5.8E-03 No SRVs 
E Component Cooling Water 5.7E-03 No SRVsb 
A Low Pressure Safety Injection 5.4E-04 1 discharge SRV 
W Safety Injection Tanks 5.3E-04 4 N2 SRVs 
B Instrument Air/Nitrogen 3.2E-04 Not SRd 
F Main Feedwater 3.1E-04 Not SRd 
D Chemical Volume & Control 1.LE-)4 3 dschg, 3 Sctn SRVs 
N Containment Spray 3.6E-05 Low rank

BC-I 

H-Total 
H-B 

BC-2

CDF w/no cling to internal events data 
base 

H-A&B-D, HPSI - both trains failed 
HPSI - Train 2 failed, Header 2 valve PO 

Base Case for system/component calcs

3.5E-056

14E-03 

1.2E-04
3.OE-05f

a. Indented rows arm component-level results.  
b. This system does contain SRVs, but they are not capable of disabling cooling to components.  
c. These SRVs are not in the scope ofthis study (>4 inch).  
d. Not safety related.  
e. Value reported in Reference 16.  

f. Value computed from computerized model loaded for this study.
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Figure 5. CE plant system and SRV failure contributions to CDF.  

3.6 Comparison of System Importances 

The highest relative change factor from each of the five plants is listed in Table 7 for ease of comparison.  
The potential failure of both trains because of the failure of the injection Header 2 SRV in the HPSI system of 
the CE plant, ranks highest and was selected for further study. The table shows that if the failure of the 
Header 2 SRV does not fail both trains, the CE single train failure case has a change factor of 3. The 
potential failure of both trains of the W3L low pressure recirculation system also ranked high, and is 
discussed further in the Hydraulic Analysis section. If an SRV failure does not affect a second loop, the W3L 
single loop case has a change factor of less than one, which leaves the AFW turbine driven pump suction 
SRV failure as the next ranking event, with a change factor of two. In the W4L analysis, if the two-loop case 
is not valid, the single loop case has a change factor of less than one. The CE injection header configuration 
was studied in detail because the valve is sized larger than necessary for thermal relief This is because 
Header 2 can be aligned to receive the discharge of the positive displacement charging pumps. The other 
valves examined were sized for thermal relief only.
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Table 7. Plant change factor comparison.

System 
Name 

LPI&R 

U1-HPCS-S 

LPI - D-2 

L-AFW-TS 

I-H2-LPI-D2 

H2-LPI-D1 

H

CE H

System Description 

LOW PRESSURE INJECT AND RECIRC - discharge SRV B 

HIGH PRESSURE CORE SPRAY - suction SRV 

LOW PRESSURE RECIRC, 2 trains - discharge SRV 

AUXFEED TDP - suction SRV 

LOW PRESSURE INJECTION - 2 trains - discharge SRV 

LOW PRESSURE INJECTION - 1 train - discharge SRV 

HIGH PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION -Header 2 SRV 
fails both trains 

HIGH PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION -Header 2 SRV 
fails train 2
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B&W 

GE 

W3L 

W3L 

W4L 

W4L 

CE

Change 
factor 

8 

5 

44

2 

11 

<1 

125

3

Table 7. Plant change factor 
comparison.



4. HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

Using a CE HPSI system identified in the PRA screening analysis as a basis, a simple hydraulic model 
was developed and analyzed to determine system and SRV flows for a range of conditions on SRVs located 
on both suction and discharge sides of system pumps. The discussion in Section 4.1 below will show that 
losses through suction SRVs are negligible, but SRVs on the high pressure portion of the system could lose 
up to 63% of available system flow. Calculations were made and the FSAR of the CE plant was consulted 
for information on required flows into the core so that the effects of the failed SRV could be understood. The 
discussion in Section 4.2 shows that injection into the core will be inadequate under some of the failure 
conditions considered. The development of this information is intended to provide background information to 
aid in understanding the PRA calculations.  

Other parts of the CE Safety Injection system contain SRVs, such as the Safety Injection Tanks (SITs), or 
supply coolant to systems that have SRVs, such as the RWSTs. When primary system pressure decreases 
below the SIT internal pressure, the coolant inventory in the SITs flows into the primary system The SITs 
each have a chamber pressurized with nitrogen gas, and each is equipped with an SRV. The SITs are 
equipped with instrmentaion and control systems to monitor and maintain the N2 pressure, coolant 
inventory, and other system parameters within technical specification limits. If an N2 SRV malfimctioned, the 
operators would detect and correct the problem, or be required to shut down the plant The RWSTs supply 
coolant to the low pressure safety injection (LPSI) and -PSI systems and are insirumented and alarm when 
minimum levels are not maintained. Otherwise, a leaking SRV in a system supplied by the RWSTs could 
potentially deplete the coolant inventory. If a leak developed in an SRV in a supplied system, such as the 
LPSI or HPSI systems, the inventory loss from the RWST would be noted and the cause corrected, or the 
plant would be shut down (if the required level could not be maintained). The potential for a malfunctioning 
SRV to divert safety injection flow away from the primary system is discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 below.  

The W3L plant worst case, loss of both trains of low pressure recirculation (the LPI-D case), had the 
second highest change factor, 44. The W3L LPSI system is a two-pump system with three injection paths 
and three SRVs. The screening analysis assumed that failing one of the three SRVs would fail the entire 
system. The W3L safety systems LPSI and HPSI are supplied by the RWSTs, and AFW (the L-AFW case) 
is supplied by the CSTs. Both tank systems are protected from depletion by the same considerations as for 
the CE plant RWSTs. Further hydraulic evaluation of the W3L safety systems will be discussed in Section 
4.3, below.  

4.1 SRV Flow Calculations 

Figure 6 shows a simplified diagram of the CE plant 1HPSI system. The system has two trains, with 
suction coming from the refueling water storage tanks during injection, and from the containment sump 
during recirculation. Each train has a high pressure pump and discharge piping to carry the high pressure 
flow to five injection points for each train. Each train normally injects to each of the four cold legs and one 
hot leg. The block valves in the flow paths where the two loops join receive an open signal when the HPSI
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system is demanded. A third pump is available to be connected in lieu of either of the other pumps while 
pump maintenance is being performed.  

The simple system, shown in Figure 7, contains the essential elements of one train of the HPSI system, 
shown in Figure 6. A mathematical model was developed based on a two-train version of what is shown in 
Figure 7, in which the trains are joined at a common injection point for each of the cold legs; each train has an 
independent injection into its respective hot leg. RELAP5/MOD3' 9 was used for the modeling, with single 
phase, subcooled flows throughout the injection system. (The subcooled, two-phase, and superheated 
discharge coefficients were all set equal to one.) An analysis determined the relative decrease in flow to the 
reactor core when pump suction or discharge SRVs are postulated to be stuck open under various 
combinations of system pressure and flow. The SRV characteristics used in the calculations accurately model 
the actual SRV used on the CE plant HIPSI Header #2 which is orificed to discharge 160 gpm at 2485 psig 
(0.307 in)." This SRV is sized larger than a simple thermal relief would be, because this header can receive 
flow from the positive displacement charging pumps in the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) 
under certain conditions (though it is normally isolated from CVCS).  

Table 8 shows the pressure/flow combinations that were analyzed using the model. The four rows of the 
table approximate two points on the CE plant HIPSI pump performance curve (Reference 20, Figure 6.3-3A).  
Note that two rows of the table represent base cases, each showing one combination of suction pressure, 
discharge header pressure, and discharge header flow Each of the two remaining rows contains three 
separate cases; one with the suction SRV stuck open, and the other two for the discharge SRV stuck open in 
one and two train cases. Flow was calculated using a valve model with an abrupt area change.  

For the CE plant conditions, reductions in net flow range from negligible losses through the suction SRV, 
to as much as 63% resulting from losses through the SRV on the discharge header in the single operating 
train case. Flow was dominated by friction, and the coesponding RELAP models were used. The suction 
SRV flow is driven by the 12 foot RWST elevation head. The high discharge pressure, low injection flow 
point that gives the higher SRV discharge flow is not the worst case, but is a representative operating point 
for consideration. The worst case (highest proportion of flow being lost through the SRV) would occur at the 
no injection flow, near shutoff-head condition. When reactor coolant pressure equals HPSI discharge 
pressure, no flow is entering the reactor coolant system and essentially all HPSI flow would be lost through 
the SRV. Reference 19 has detailed descriptions of the methods and equations used for these calculations.  

The results of a comparison of the flows projected in the analysis with success criteria in the CE plant 
ECCS analysis are discussed below.  

4.2 Required Volumes and Flows 

If a SRV malfunctions in a system such as the CE plant HPSI, some amount of RWST inventory could be 
drained away, and no longer be available for injection to the RCS if demanded. In the case of stuck open 
HPSI SRV scenarios, the valve discharge is directed into equipment drain headers directly or via floor drains.
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The equipment drain headers eventually transfer flow to a plant radwaste sump. It was assumed for this 
study that these losses are non-recoverable and the open SRV remains open. RWST inventory could be lost 
through a malfunctioned suction-side SRV at the rate of 7 gallons per minute. Nominal RWST capacity is 
440,000 gallons, while Technical Specification minimum capacity is 362,800 gallons. At 7 gallons per 
minute, the 78,000 gallon buffer volume would allow 186 hours for detection and correction of the 
malfunction. The leak rate through a malfunctioning Train 2 discharge-side SRV, 258 gallons per minute, 
would take 5 hours to deplete the buffer. Other considerations supersede in the latter case, as will be 
discussed.  

The CE plant FSAR and its references report analyses performed for a spectrum of break sizes. For 
example, consider a small break (0.02"t) loss of coolant accident (LOCA) that is larger than can be restored 
by the CVCS, but small enough that primary system pressure does not drop low enough to admit flow from 
the SITs or LPSI. This appears to be the most demanding case for HPSI failures, with HPSI assumed to be 
the sole source of coolant to the primary system for the purpose of this analysis. The following assumptions 
were made in the FSAR analysis: 

* One train of HPSI comes on 29 seconds after the initiating event (small LOCA), the other train is assumed 
failed, due to the loss of off-site power and the non-start of its associated EDG.  

* 25% of total HPSI flow, after the losses from a stuck open SRV, is diverted to the containment sump 
through a break in the primary coolant loop. This water is assumed to be available for re-circulation.  

* 75% of HPSI flow, after deducting the losses from a stuck open SRV, enters the vessel.  
* RWST water is assumed to be at 100°F.  
* Decay heat is being removed by the steam generators, and natural circulation of the RCS is active.  
* No credit is taken for CVCS flow.  

The FSAR analysis shows that all the available flow from the operable train is needed to keep the core 
covered. Since the Train 2 SRV failure postulated in this study causes a significant reduction in available 
HPSI flow to the RCS, it is clear that -PSI would be failed in this case (Train 1 failed for any reason, Train 2 
failed by the SRV). If the failure of HPSI Train 1 is not assumed, then the postulated failure of the largest 
SRV in the HPSI system will not constitute system failure. In the PRA analyses, the potential causes of 
failure of each of the HPSI trains are modeled as basic events. The failure of one HPSI train due to SRV 
failure discussed above was added to the CE plant model for the PRA reanalysis discussed in Section 6. Note 
that accident sequences in addition to the one discussed in this section (including other break sizes) rely to 
some extent on successful HPSI operation.  

In the event of HPSI system failure, the procedures in place for the subject CE plant require the operators 
to use secondary cooling to depressurize the reactor coolant system (RCS) to less than 250 psi, when the 
Containment Spray (CS) System in cold leg injection mode could supply inventory to the RCS. If HPSI was 
the only system to fail, no core damage would result. The sequence that incorporates additional failures, such 
as operator fails to depressurmze or CS in injection mode fails, does result in core damage and contributes 
1.4E-06/R-Yr to the plant's base case CDF. The discussion of cooldown-depressurization in CE plants
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without power operated relief valves (PORVs) is found in References 21-23. Based on simulator 
performances, the CE plant PRA analysts allowed a 50% chance of successful depressurization for small 
LOCAs, and 0% chance of success for medium LOCAs.  

4.3 System Importances Reconsidered After Hydraulic Analysis 

A deterministic hydraulic evaluation was made of the other valves and systems listed in Table 7.' The 
evaluation shows that the W3L and W4L cases of SRV failure do not cause system or train failure, and the 
other SRVs identified in this study do not cause train failure. In fact, the CE case of Train 2 SRV failure 
causing train failure is unique in all the valve and system combinations examined. This remaining case, with 
a change factor of 3, was used to perform a PRA re-analysis of the CE plant model.
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Figure 6. CE plant HPSI system simplified diagram.
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*Each branch runs 180' 
horizontally, then rises 14'to 
loop connection

1" pipe, 1' section

suction SRV 0.5" to 
atmosphere

16" pipe, 2-4' - ections 1 6" pipe, 4' section 

8" pipe, 8' section

4" pipe, 9' section

discharge SRV 1.5" 
to atmosphere

Figure 7. Simplified system for thermal-hydraulic model.

Table 8. Thermal-hydraulic analysis conditions and results.  

Suctionb 2-trainDischargeb 1-train Dischargeb 
Suction Discharge Net Net 
Header Header SRV Trainflow SRV 2-train Trainflow SRV 1-train Trainflow 

pressure pressure flow Net 2-train reduction flow flow reduction flow flow reduction 
(psig) (psig) (gpm) fow (gpm) (%) (gpm) (gpm) (%) (gpm) (Rpm) (%)

620 
612 

1211 

1211

0 
7 

0 
7

1745 

1744 

812 

812

NA 
0.4 
NA 
0.8

0 
183 
0 

258

1745 

1568 

812 

556

NA 
10 

NA 

32

0 884 NA 

180 706 20 
0 407 NA 

258 150 63

a. Base cases.  
b. Suction and discharge SRV cases were run separately, using the same intia conditions. Suction SRV flow is driven by the 12 foot 
elevation head from the RWST.
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5. RELEASE PATHWAY ANALYSIS

The release pathway for the ECCS identified in the PRA screening analysis was analyzed. The CE plant 
HPSI system drawings in the FSAR,2 IPE,18 and PIDs2s were reviewed to identify locations of the SRVs 
and the discharge pathways.  

Protection against over pressurization of components in the HPSI system is provided by conservative 
design of the system piping, appropriate valving between high-pressure source and low-pressure piping and 
by relief valves. All lines in high-pressure and low-pressure systems, from the RCS to the safety injection 
valves, are designed for full RCS pressure.  

Suction header relief valves - As shown in Figure 6, three relief valves, 3PSV 8155, 3PSV 8156, and 
3PSV 8154 are located on the suction side of the HPSI pumps, P017, P018, and P019 respectively. The 
dimensions of the valve bodies are V2 inch by ½/ inch. The set pressure is 110 psig. The valve discharges are 
directed into the local floor drains. These drains are connected to the safety injection equipment area pump 
sump that eventually transfers to the plant radwaste sump.  

HPSI Header Thermal Relief Valves - Thermal relief valves protect the HPSI headers against the fluid 
expansion pressure developed due to a sudden temperature increase of a filled, isolated system. The 
dimensions of the valves are 1 in. x 1 in. Two thermal relief valves, 3PSV 9320 and 3PSV 9319, are located 
on HPSI discharge headers 1 and 2, respectively. The set pressure for both valves is 1,900 psig with a 
capacity of 5 gal/min. The discharge from both valves is directed into the equipment drain headers that 
eventually transfers to the plant radwaste sump.  

HPSI Header Relief Valve - The HPSI discharge header 2, which can receive flow from the positive 
displacement charging pumps, is protected from over pressure by header relief valve 3PSV 9321. The valve 
body is 1-1/2 in. by 2-1/2 in. The valve is orificed to provide a capacity of 160 gal/min at a set pressure of 
2,485 psig. The valve discharge is directed into the equipment drain header that eventually transfers to the 
plant radwaste sump.  

All identified SRV discharges in the HPSI system are captured and handled as potentially contaminated.  
Sump volume combined with level alarms and automatic sump pumping exist to receive and store a large 
volume of SRV discharge and initiate operator action to identify and isolate the leak.
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6. PRA RE-ANALYSIS

Screening analyses identified those systems containing SRVs whose failure has the most impact on the 
plant CDF. The screening analyses were performed using the simple assumption that the SRV in question 
fails with a probability of 1.0. The refined SRV failure probability developed in Section 2 enables more 
realistic analyses to be made. The screening analyses were also made using the simplifying assumption that 
failure of a given SRV equated to failure of the associated train or system. The results of the hydraulic 
analysis identified only one SRV failure that could cause train failure, and no cases of a failed SRV causing a 
system failure. With these developments in place, PRA re-analysis was performed for the CE HPSI Train 2 
case identified in the hydraulic analysis.  

Using a plant PRA model modified for the purpose, the highest ranked case was re-analyzed using the 
probability for SRV failure calculated in Section 2, Basic Event Analysis, and accounting for the system 
success information developed in the hydraulic analysis. Section 2 explained the premature opening failure 
mode of SRVs (the SRV opens for any reason below the set pressure) and developed the basis for a PO 
probability of 8.6E-2 per demand, which was used in the analysis of this section. (Note that most PRAs do 
not model SRV failures.) This updated value was used to estimate a bounding value for the CE plant CDF.  

This system was reanalyzed using a PO failure probability of 8.6E-2. In the screening analyses of Section 

3, one of the assumptions made was that failure of a SRV component was equivalent to train or system 
failure. This re-analysis consists of one additional case, the failure of Train 2 of the HPSI system, given the 
Header 2 SRV failed by premature opening. The hydraulic analysis showed significant decrease in available 
flow, such that the minimum flow set by Reference 20 is not met. Appendix B includes a detailed 
description of the analysis of this case (referred to as Case 3). This case is referred to as the current case in 
Table B-10, where a summary of base and current case core damage sequences is provided. The increase in 
plant CDF for this case (from 3.OE-5 to 3.6E-5) is 6.OE-6, an increase of 20% (change factor = 0.20), 
compared to the base case.  

Figure 8 shows selected important sequences that contribute to the CE plant base case CDF. The 
sequence description consists of the system failure(s) that determine that particular sequence. The two or 
three letter combination at the end of the sequence description denotes the event tree name. LL is large 
LOCA, ML is medium LOCA, and SL is small LOCA. The two loss of power (LOP) sequences involve 
failure to recover from station blackouti, with the added failure of the steam-driven auxilliary feed pump in the 
second LOP sequence. The lower, clear portion of each bar represents the contribution of that sequence to 
the base case CDF. The upper, shaded areas on six of the bars represents the contribution of that sequence to 
the Case 3 CDF increase, due to the increased probability of HPSI failure, stemming from the SRV in Train 2 
failing and causing the train to fail. These six sequences were the top six delta-CDF (")ifference") 
sequences in Table B-10. As expected, the sequences that call on HPSI for mitigation of an event are shown 
as the major contributors to increased CDF when an additional failure event is added to the HPSI system.
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Figure 9 shows the CDFs for the CE plant base case and the CE plant IPSI with failed SRV case 
discussed above, along with the uncertainties representing the 95% and 5% values. This shows the change in 
CDF for Case 3 is small compared to the overall uncertainty.  

The PRA re-analysis yields the result that plant risk models, using the updated probability of failure for

1.OE-05

I.1

1.OE-06 F-

I.OE-07

N Difference (Curr-Base) (/Rx-Yr) 
13 Base Frequency (/Rx-Yr)

7 pI I
I

Sequence description

Figure 8. Selected important sequences contributing to CE base case CDF, with increments from SRV 
failure of HPSI Train 2.  

SRVs and taking account of the consequence of failure of a dual purpose SRV as shown in the hydraulic 
analysis, calculate a CDF increase with a change factor of 0.20, with 6.OE-6 per Ractor-Year as the largest 
credible CDF increase.
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Figure 9. CE plant base case and Train 2 SRV failed case CDFs.
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7. SUMMARY 

This study of small SRVs on safety related support systems was undertaken to provide information 
helpful in resolving Generic Safety Issue 165, "Spring-Actuated Safety and Relief Valve Reliability." This 
study addresses small, safety-related spring-actuated relief valves and excludes the large valves, such as 
reactor coolant system and steam generator relief valves. The major steps were: 

"* SRV failure events were studied to identify applicable failure modes and probabilities.  

"• PRA data was selected from five plants representative of different plant types, with suitable PRA and 
plant documentation available.  

"• The systems of the five plants were surveyed to identify systems with higher risk increase potential.  

"* The identified systems were examined for SRVs.  

"* The risk increase potential of the identified SRVs was evaluated.  

"• A thermal-hydraulic analysis of the SRV with the highest risk increase potential was performed.  

"* The CDF of the plant with the SRV with the highest ranked risk increase potential was re-estimated 

SRV failure and testing records were retrieved from the NPRDS and analyzed. PO and FC were identified 
as the failure modes relevant to this study (PO was the dominant mode). PO failures occurred where a valve 
opens below the set point, for any reason, and stays open. The highest credible probability of PO was 
estimated to be 8.6E-2. Power plant implementation of recent changes in testing requirements will bring 
virtually 100% of the subject SRVs into testing programs, contrasted to the proportion now tested. In a 
survey of PRAs for comparison values, most do not consider the failure of SRVs as a credible contributor to 
the risk of core damage during postulated accidents.  

To identify SRVs whose failure could increase plant CDF, a PRA screening analysis was performed for 
five plants representing the major reactor product lines: Babcock and Wilcox (B&W), General Electric BWR 
6 (GE), Westinghouse 3 loop (W3L), Westinghouse 4 loop (W4L), and Combustion Engineering (CE).  
These plants were chosen because (a) they represent a cross section of plant types from domestic vendors, (b) 
a probabilistic risk assessment has been done for each plant (three of them were done in the NRC NUREG 
1150 program), (c) a computer model of the PRA for each plant is available, and (d) detailed piping and 
instrumentation drawings are available for key safety related support systems in each plant 

Using the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) developed PRA analysis software, SAPHIRE, a system 
sensitivity analysis was performed for each of these five plants that quantitatively compared the changes in 
CDF when each plant system is assumed failed (risk increase). For each plant, the safety related support
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systems with higher importance (greater change in CDF) were examined for the presence of SRVs. Many 
safety-related support systems do not have SRVs, or they have SRVs that can not produce significant 
depletion or diversion of coolant inventory, because of their small size or location in low pressure portions of 
the system.  

Where SRVs were found in plant safety related support systems that have a high importance to CDF, 
more detailed analyses were performed. A component level basic event was identified in the PRA model that 
could represent the failure of a given SRV. The model was then modified to utilize the surrogate event, and 
evaluated, assuming the component is always failed. The result was a new CDF for this assumed total 
failure. This approach identified the most important SRV in each of the five plants. A change factor (giving 
the risk increase as a relative change in CDF) was computed for each of the five cases, with the following 
results: 

1. B&W - Low Pressure Injection and Recirculation - suction SRV, change factor of 8 
2. GE - High Pressure Core Spray - suction SRV, change factor of 5 
3. W3L - Low Pressure Recirculation, 2 trains - discharge SRV, change factor of 44 
4. W3L - Auxiliary Feed Water Turbine Drive Pump - suction SRV, change factor of 2 
5. W4L - Low Pressure Injection, 2 trains - discharge SRV, change factor of 11 
6. W4L - Low Pressure Injection, 1 train - discharge SRV, change factor of <1 
7. CE -High Pressure Safety Injection, 2 trains - discharge Header 2 SRV, change factor of 125.  
8. CE -High Pressure Safety Injection, 1 train - discharge Header 2 SRV, change factor of 3.  

This study also evaluated the potential of a failed SRV to deplete coolant reserves through a leak in an idle 
system, and divert the coolant through the leak when the system is operating. Depletion of ECCS water 
source inventory typically has a low probability because provisions in plant design and operating procedures 
endeavor to ensure that inventories in safety-related sources, such as RWSTs and CSTs, are maintained at or 
above Technical Specification limits during operation. No justification was found for a revised probability of 
failure to maintain required mininmum RWST inventories.  

The potential for diversion was studied by the development and analysis of a simple thermal-hydraulic 
model used to evaluate flow rates through a system with and without a SRV in a failed-open condition. The 
simple system model was developed using the CE plant two-train, redundant HPSI system as a guide. Each 
pump discharge header has a SRV; the larger was a 1.5 inch body. The flow characteristics of SRV 
3PSV9321 on high pressure header 2 of the HPSI system, as shown on the CE plant drawing were obtained 
from the plant owner. The results are that at worst conditions, 63% of the system flow is discharged through 
the SIV. This is enough to prevent the function of one train of the system (but not both trains), so PRA re
analysis was performed for the CE plant All the other SRVs that had been identified in the sensitivity study 
were shown to be incapable of failing the associated trains and systems.  

The CE plant single train failure case, HPSI train 2 failed by the number 2 HPSI discharge header 2 SRV 
(assumed to be always failed), had a change factor of 3. This case was re-analyzed assuming that the SRV,
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failed with a probability of 8.6E-2, caused the failure of Train 2 of the HPSI system. The increase in plant 
CDF (to 3.6E-5/Rx-Yr) for this case is 6.OE-6/Rx-Yr, an increase by 20% compared to the base case (3.OE
5/Rx-Yr).  

All the SRVs examined in this study, that were sized for thermal relief alone, were shown to be incapable 
of disabling the associated train and system. The worst case failed open SRV proved to be sized substantially 
larger than needed for thermal relief purposes, since it served the dual purpose of protecting the associated 
header from positive displacement charging pumps discharge pressure. Malfunction of this worst case SRV 
produced a relatively small change in the estimated CDF for that plant. When compared to the uncertainty 
associated with the base case CDF estimation, as shown in Figure 9, the change in CDF caused by the 
postulated SRV failure is minimal. Further, it does not exceed the 1.OE-5/Rx-Yr level specified in the GSI
165 Task Action Plan (TAP) as being the minimum CDF change that would justify fiuther action. Based on 
the specifications of the TAP, it appears that this generic issue could be proposed for closure with no further 
action.
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Appendix A

Failure Records, Demand Databases 
And Valve Testing Frequencies 

A-I. FAILURE TO CLOSE 

The database RELIEFSY.DBF1 provides the failure records for the fMlure to close (FC) failure mode 
for the five year period 1989-1993. Table A-1 shows the resulting subset of records when failures of valves 
from only the systems listed in Table 1 of the report are extracted. Table A-I shows 25 testing type failures 
considered to be more than simple leakage in the five year period. The database CALTEST.DBF' provides 
the basis for estimating the demands placed on relief valves by the testing process, which usually is a bench 
test of the valve. Table A-2 shows the relevant subset of test items (related to demands) corresponding to the 
selected test failures in Table A-1. As detailed in Appendix A-3, there is no simple way to determine the 
exact number of testing demands, because of the shifling nature of ASME standards requirements, the plant
to-plant differences in which version of the standard is committed to and used, and varying interpretations in 
what the standards actually require. Therefore, this report brackets the number of tests by considering a 
maximum and minimum number of tests. Table A-2 presents the maximum number of tests in the 
COMP(onent) TESTED column, showing the maximum number of tests per year for each row. The total for 
one year is 2267.5, so 11,338 test demands are expected for a five year period. This yields 25/11,338 = 
2.2E-3 failures per demand. When the tests labeled "0/Not Done" are assumed to be tested every ten years 
rather than every year, the minimum number of tests is approximately 1,643 in five years, which yields a 
failure rate of 1.5E-2. The reference 4 report contains the entire databases and the retrieval, sorting, and 
evaluation criteria if more detail is needed.  

A-2. PREMATURE OPENING 

The database PO2ALL.DBF2 provides the failure records for the premature opening (PO) failure 
mode for the five year period 1989-1993. Table A-3 shows the resulting subset of records when failures of 
valves from only the systems listed in Table 1 are extracted. Table A-3 shows 26 testing type failures 
considered to be more than simple leakage, within the five year period. The database CALTSTPO.DBF2 

provides the basis for estimating the demands placed on relief valves by the testing process. Table A-4 
shows the relevant subset of test items (related to demands) corresponding to the selected test failures in 
Table A-3, and shows the maximum number of tests per year for each row. The total for one year is 321.60, 
so 1,608 test demands are expected in a five year period. This yields 26/1,608 = 1.6E-2 probability of failure 
per demand. When the tests labeled "0/Not Done" are assumed to be tested every ten years rather than every 
year and three of the CE-CFD "9/Annual" tests are dropped because the raw data only showed one group of 
valves, the minimum number of tests is approximately 300 in five years, which yields a failure rate of 8.6E-2.  

Based on insights developed in the body of the report, two subsets of these data were considered, 
namely, CE plant safety-related SRV failures/demands (5/590 = 8.5E-3), and CE plant HPSI SRV 
failures/demands (1/65 = 1.5E-2). Since these two subsets yield smaller failure probabilities than the overall 
failure probability and are based on smaller sample sizes, the overall failure probability is used. See the 
referenced report if more details about the database are needed.
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Tab~e A-I. Failure to Close records, ECCS subset from RELIESY.DBF (1 989-1 993).  

FAIL NO.
NSSS MODE FAIL SYS CODE DESCRIPTION
BW FC 1 CFC

CE 

CE 

CE 

CE 
CE 

GE 

GE 

GE 

GE 

GE 

WE 

WE 

WE 

WE 

WE 

WE

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 
FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC 

FC

WE FC 1 HHC Anxiliary Feedwater-W 

WE FC 1 HHC Amdliary Feedwater-W 

WE FC 1 PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 

WE FC 1 PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 

WE FC 1 PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 

WE FC 1 PCG Chemical & Volume Conlrol-W 

WE FC 1 SFK High Pressure Safity Injection-W 

WE FC 1 SFK High Pressure Safety Inje-tion-W 

25

CFD 

CFD 

CFD 

PCF 
SFG 

CFA 

CFA 

CFA 

SFA 

SFA 

CFF 

CFF 

CFF 

CFF 

CFF 

HHC

A-4

Decay Heat Removal/Low Pres 
Injection-BW 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown 
Cool-CE 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown 
Cool-CE 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown 
Cool-CE 
Chemical & Volume Conutrol-CE 
High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 

Residual Heat Removal/Low Press 
Inject-GE 
Residual Heat Removal/Low Press 
Inject-GE 
Residual Heat Removal/Low Press 
Inject-GE 
Low Pressure Core Spray-GE 

Low Pressure Core Spray-GE 

Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety 
Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety 
Inject-W 
Residual Heat Rcmoval/LP Safety 
Injed-W 

Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety 
Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety 
Inject-W 
Auxiliary Feedwater-W

1 

1 

1

COMMENT 
DURING TEST LEAK BY SEAT, DISC OUT OF DISC HOLDER, 
REASSEMBLED, LAPPED, TESTED, REINSTALLED 
FAILED TO RESEAT AFTER LEAK TEST, LAPPED & RETESTED, 

FAILED TO RESEAT AFTER LIFT TEST, CUTS ON SEAT & DISC, 
CLEANED, LAPPED, TESTED, REINSTALLED 
FAILED LIFT TEST DIDN'T RESEAT, WORN PARTS, LAPPED.  
RETESTED, REINSTALLED 
1 GPM LEAK AFTER LIFTED, LAPPED, REINSTALLED 
FAILED TO RESEAT AFTER LIFT TEST, SCRATCH ON SEAT, 
LAPPED, TESTED, REINSTALLED 
FAILED LIFT & LEAK TESTS, BENT STEM & DIRTY INTERNALS, 
CLEANED VALVE & REPLACED STEM 
FAILED LEAK RATE TEST, DIRTY INTERNALS, CLEANED 
LAPPED & RETURNED TO SERVICE 
WOULD NOT RESEAT, DIRTY, CLEANED REINSTALLED 

EXCESS LEAKAGE ON BENCH TEST, CORROSION PRODUCTS 
ON SEAT & DISC, REFURBISHED & CLEANED 
LIFT PRESSURE WAS SYSTEM PRESSURE, RESET LIFTPOINT TO 
16.2 
DURING TEST LEAKED BY SEAT, CRACKED BELLOWS, BENT 
STEM, REPLACED PARTS, LAPPED, REINSTALLED 
SEAT LEAKAGE AFTER LIFT TEST, BAD O-RING SEAT, 
REPLACED SEAT, REINSTALLED VALVE 
DURING S/T VALVE LIFTED & WOULD NOT RESEAT, 
BLOWDOWN RING MISADJUSTED FROM LAST MAINT, INADQT 
PRCDR, RESET VALVE, TESTED, RTRND TO SRVCE 
FAILED LEAK TEST, NOZZLE SEAT HAD 2 CUTS, REPLACED 
VALVE 
DURING TEST EXCESS SEAT LEAKAGE, WORN DISC & O-RING, 
REPLACED PARTS, CLEANED, REINSTALLED 
DURING S/T FAILED SEAT TIGHTNESS TEST, RUST & SCALE 
INSIDE, CLEANED, REPLACED DISC & SEAT, TESTED, 
REINSTALLED 
DURING S/T VALVE LIFTED AND FAILED TO RESEAT, SET TOO 
CLOSE TO LOWER END OF BAND, RESET, TESTED, RETURNED 
TO SERVICE 
RUST & SCALE IN SEAT, CLEANED & LAPPED, RETESTED, 
REINSTALLED 
DURING S/T NOT FULLY RESEATED, NORMAL WEAR, 
REPLACED VALVE 
FLANGE LEAK, ALSO LEAKED AFTER LIFT TEST, DEBRIS 
UNDER SEAT, CLEANED, REINSTALLED 
LEAKAGE BY SEAT, DEBRIS ON SEAT, REPLACED VALVE, 
REFURBISHED OLD VALVE & RETURNED TO SPARES 
LEAKED AFTER IT LIFTED (UP TO 4 GPM) WILL REPLACE ON 
NEXT OUTAGE.  
FAILED TO RESEAT AFTER LIFT TEST, PROBABLE CAUSE
WEAK SPRING OR DEBRIS OR CORROSION, CLEANED LAPPED, 
TESTED OK 
DURING TEST FAILED TO RESEAT 300 GPM LEAK, REPLACED 
VALVE



Table A-2. Failure to Close testing records, ECCS subset from CALTEST.DBF.  

COM SYS NUM CALTST COMP 
PONENT NSSS CODE SYSTEXT COMP TEXT TESTED
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE

BW 
BW 
BW 
BW 
BW 
BW 
BW 
BW 
BW 
BW 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE

CFC 
CFC 
CFC 
HHI 
HHB 
PCB 
PCB 
PCB 
SFD 
SFD 
CFD 
CFD 
CFD 
CFD 
CFD 
CFD 
HI-T 
PCF 
PCF 
PCF 
PCF 
PCF 
PCF 
SFG 
SFG 
SFG 
SFG 
CEA 
CEA 
CEA 
CEA 
CFA 
CFA 
CFA 
RBA 
RBA 
RBA 
RBA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFB 
SFC 
SFC 
SFC 
SFC

Decay Heat Removal/Low Pres Injection-BW 
Decay Heat Removal/Low Pres Injection-BW 
Decay Heat Removal/Low Pres Injection-BW 
Emergency Feedwater-BW 
Emergency Feedwater-BW 
Letdown / Purification and Makeup-BW 
Letdown / Purification and Makeup-BW 
Letdown / Purification and Makeup-BW 
High Pressure Injection-BW 
High Pressure Injection-BW 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
Auxiliary/Emergency Feedwater-CE 
Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 
High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 
High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 
High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-GE 
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-GE 
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-GE 
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-GE 
Residual Heat Removal/Low Press Inject-GE 
Residual Heat Removal/Low Press Inject-GE 
Residual Heat Removal/Low Press Inject-GE 
Control Rod Drive-GE 
Control Rod Drive-GE 
Control Rod Drive-GE 
Control Rod Drive-GE 
Low Pressure Core Spray-GE 
Low Pressure Core Spray-GE 
Low Pressure Core Spray-GE 
Low Pressure Core Spray-GE 
High Pressure Core Spray-GE 
High Pressure Coolant Injection-GE 
High Pressure Coolant Injection-GE 
High Pressure Coolant Injection-GE 
High Pressure Coolant Injection-GE
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50 
1 
1 
11 
1 

80 
5 
6 
23 
1 

94 
12 
19 
2 
7 
55 
8 

156 
1 
14 
51 
3 
3 
33 
2 
5 
17 
5 
1 
9 
1 

365 
6 
9 

105 
8 
9 
2 

143 
2 
2 
4 
13 
47 
4 
3 
7

0/Not Done 
I/Ten Years 
l/Three Years 
0/Not Done 
2/Three Years 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
I/Annual 
0/Not Done 
1/Annual 
0/Not Done 
1/Ten Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Two Years 
2/Three Years 
9/Annual 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
1/Ten Years 
l/Five Years 
l/Two Years 
1/Annual 
0/Not Done 
l/Five Years 
l/Annual 
9/Annual 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
l/Five Years 
1/Annual 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
2/Three Years 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
1/Five Years 
2/Three Years 
0/Not Done 
l/Five Years 
2/Three Years 
4/Five Years 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
1/Five Years 
2/Three Years

50.00 
0.10 
0.33 

11.00 
0.67 

80.00 
5.00 
6.00 

23.00 
1.00 

94.00 
1.20 
3.80 
1.00 
4.67 
9.00 
8.00 

156.00 
1.00 
1.40 

10.20 
1.50 
3.00 

33.00 
0.40 
5.00 
9.00 
5.00 
1.00 
1.80 
1.00 

365.00 
6.00 
6.00 

105.00 
8.00 
1.80 
1.33 

143.00 
0.40 
1.33 
3.20 

13.00 
47.00 

4.00 
0.60 
4.67



Table A-2. Continued.  

COM SYS NUM CALTST COMP 
PONENT NSSS CODE SYSTEXT COMP TEXT TESTED
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVOP 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE

w CFF 
W CFF 
W CFF 
W CFF 
W CFF 
W CFF 
W CFF 
W HHC 
W HHC 
W HHC 
W HHC 
W HHC 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W PCG 
W SFK 
W SFK 
W SFK 
W SFK 
W SFK 
W SFK 
W SFK
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Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
Auxiliary Feedwater-W 
Auxiliary Feedwater-W 
Auxiliary Feedwater-W 
Auxiliary Feedwater-W 
Auxiliary Feedwater-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
Chemical & Volume Control-W 
High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
High Pressure Safety Injection-W

293 
1 

55 
3 
2 
17 
1 

76 
11 
1 
1 
1 

392 
11 
1 

25 
1 

12 
1 
2 
5 
2 

160 
16 
21 
1 
2 
1 
1 

2522

0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
1/Five Years 
2/Ten Years 
l/Three Years 
2/Three Years 
5/Five Years 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
2rThree Years 
l/Annual 
l/Month 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
l/Ten Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Four Years 
l/Three Years 
I/Three Years 
1/Two Years 
2/Three Years 
1/Quarter 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
1/Five Years 
l/Three Years 
2/Three Years 
I/Annual 
1/Semi-Annua

293.00 
1.00 

11.00 
0.60 
0.67 

11.30 
1.00 

76.00 
11.00 
0.67 
1.00 

12.00 
392.00 

11.00 
0.10 
5.00 
0.25 
4.00 
0.33 
1.00 
3.33 
8.00 

160.00 
16.00 
4.20 
0.33 
1.33 
1.00 
2.00 

2267.51 
11337.55



Table A-3. Premature Opening failure records, ECCS subset from PO2ALL.DBF (1989-1993).  

FAIL NO. SYS 
NSSS MODE FAIL CODE DESCRIPTION COMMENT 
CE PO 1 PCF Chemical & Volume Control- FAILED TEST, LEAKED AT 90% SETPOINT, DISC 

CE SCRATCHED, REPLACED DISC, CLEANED, TESTED 
CE PO 1 PCF Chemical & Volume Control- FAILED LIFT TEST, SPRING WEAK, ADJUSTED, 

CE TESTED OK, REINSTALLED 
CE PO 1 PCF Chemical & Volume Control- FAILED LIFT TEST LOW, INTERNALS AGED, CLEANED, 

CE LAPPED ADJUSTED, TESTED, REINSTALLED 
CE PO 1 PCF Chemical & Volume Control- VALVE LEAKED PROFUSELY DURING LIFT TEST, 

CE PACKING FOUND AROUND SEAT, REFURBISHED, 
CE PO 1 PCF Chemical & Volume Control- VALVE LIFTED LOW DURING LIFT TEST, SPRING 

CE WEAKENED FROM AGING, REPLACED SEAT & DISK, 
ADJUSTED, TESTED OK, REINSTALLED 

CE PO 1 PCF Chemical & Volume Control- DURING INSPECTION LEAKED BY SEAT, METAL 

CE SHAVINGS IN SEAT & SHAFT WORN, REPLACED DISC 
& SEAT, TESTED, REINSTALLED 

CE PO 1 SFG High Pressure Safety Injection-FAILED LIFT TEST, ALSO LEAKED, SUSPECT DIRT, 
CE FLUSHED TO CLEAN SEAT, ADJUSTED, TESTED, 

CE PO 1 SFG High Pressure Safety Injection- VALVE LIFTED LOW DURING LIFT TEST, AGING OF

GE PO 1 

GE PO 2 

GE PO 1 

GE PO 1 

GE PO 1 

GE PO 1 
GE PO 1 

GE PO 1 

GE PO 1 

WE PO 1 

WE PO 1 

WE PO 1 

WE PO 1 

WE PO 1 

WE PO 1

WE PO 
WE PO

1 
1

26

CE SPRING ADJUSTED TESTED OK, REINSTALLED 
CFA Residual Heat Removal/Low DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, SETPOINT DRIFT DUE TO 

Press Inject-GE BEING DIRTY, REPLACED, WILL REBUILD 
CFA Residual Heat Removal/Low DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, SEAT DIRTY, CLEANED, 

Press Inject-GE ADJUSTED, TEST SAT 
CFA Residual Heat Removal/Low DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, DIRTY/CORROSION, 

Press Inject-GE CLEANED, LAPPED, RETESTED SAT 
CFA Residual Heat Removal/Low DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, DIRTY SEAT, CLEANED, 

Press Inject-GE LAPPED, RETESTED SAT 
CFA Residual Heat Removal/Low DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, DIRTY, CLEANED, 

Press Inject-GE LAPPED, RETESTED SAT 
SFA Low Pressure Core Spray-GE DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, CLEANED, RETESTED SAT 
SFA Low Pressure Core Spray-GE DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, DIRTY SEAT, CLEANED, 

REPLACED NOZZLE, RETESTED SAT 
SFB High Pressure Core Spray-GE DISC SCRATCHED & SPRING RELAXED, REPLACED 
SFC High Pressure Coolant DURING TEST LIFTED LOW, SEAT SCORED & DIRTY, 

Injection-GE FLUSHED, ADJUSTED, RETEST SAT 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP DURING TEST WOULD NOT RESEAT, ADJUSTED 

Safety Inject-W BLOWDOWN, RETESTED OK 
HHC Auxiliary Feedwater-W FAILED LIFT TEST, SUSPECT MATERIAL IN SEAT, 

CLEANED, RETESTED, REINSTALLED 
HHC Auxiliary Feedwater-W DURING TEST LIFTED BELOW SETPOINT, FULL OF 

DEBRIS, CLEANED, LAPPED TESTED & REINSTALLED 
PCo Chemical & Volume Control- DISC RING UNTHREADED FROM BELLOWS, CLEANED 

W & ADJUSTED, REINSTALLED 
PCG Chemical & Volume Control- NOZZLE CORROSION, REPLACED, REBUILT & 

W RETURNED AS SPARE 
PCG Chemical & Volume Control- DEBRIS TRAPPED UNDER SEAT, REPLACED DISC, 

W RETESTED, REINSTALLED 
PCG Chemical & Volume Control- SETPOINT DRIFT, CLEANED, ADJUSTED, 
SFK High Pressure Safety Injection- TRASH CONTAMINATED SEAT, DISC REPLACED, 

W REFURBISHED, RETESTED, REINSTALLED
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Table A-4. Premature Opening testing records, ECCS subset from CALTSTPO.DBF.  

COM SYS NUM CALTST COMP 
PONENT NSSS CODE SYSTEXT COMP TEXT TESTED
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE 
VALVE

BW 
BW 
BW 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
CE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W

CFC Decay Heat Removal/Low Pres Injection-BW 
PCB Letdown / Purification and Makeup-BW 
SFD High Pressure Injection-BW 
CFD Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
CFD Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
CFD Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
CED Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
CFD Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
CFD Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
CFD Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
CFD Low Press Safety Inject/Shutdown Cool-CE 
HHJ Auxiliary/Emergency Feedwater-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
PCF Chemical & Volume Control-CE 
SFG High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 
SFG High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 
SFG High Pressure Safety Injection-CE 
CEA Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-GE 
CEA Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-GE 
CEA Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-GE 
SFB High Pressure Core Spray-GE 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
CFF Residual Heat RemovalfLP Safety Inject-W 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W
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9 
6 
1 

16 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

45 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
3 

40 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1

0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
1/Ten Years 
2/Three Years 
2/Three Years 
9/Annual 
9/Annual 
9/Annual 
9/Annual 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
l/Ten Years 
1/Ten Years 
1/Ten Years 
1/Ten Years 
1/Ten Years 
1/Ten Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
l/Five Years 
l/Two Years 
1/Annual 
1/Annual 
0/Not Done 
1/Five Years 
9/Annual 
0/Not Done 
1/Five Years 
1/Five Years 
0/Not Done 
0/Not Done 
1/Five Years 
l/Five Years 
l/Five Years 
l/Five Years 
I/Five Years 
I/Five Years 
l/Five Years

9.00 
6.00 
1.00 

16.00 
0.10 
0.67 
0.67 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
1.00 

45.00 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.50 
1.00 
1.00 
4.00 
0.20 
9.00 
5.00 
0.20 
0.20 
3.00 

40.00 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20



Table A.4. Continued.

COM SYS 
PONENT NSSS CODE SYSTEXT 
VALVE W CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
VALVE W CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
VALVE W CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
VALVE W CFF Residual Heat Removal/LP Safety Inject-W 
VALVE W HHC Auxiliary Feedwater-W 
VALVE W HHC Auxiliary Feedwater-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W PCG Chemical & Volume Control-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W 
VALVE W SFK High Pressure Safety Injection-W
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NUM CALTST COMP 
COMP TEXT TESTED 

1 l/Five Years 0.20 
1 l/Five Years 0.20 
1 I/Five Years 0.20 
1 1/Three Years 0.33 

20 0/Not Done 20.00 
1 l/Annual 1.00 

83 0/Not Done 83.00 
1 1/Five Years 0.20 
1 1/Five Years 0.20 
1 1/Five Years 0.20 
1 I/Three Years 0.33 
1 I/Three Years 0.33 
1 1/Three Years 0.33 
1 2/Three Years 0.67 

29 0/Not Done 29.00 
1 I/Five Years 0.20 
1 1/Five Years 0.20 
1 1/Five Years 0.20 
1 l/Five Years 0.20 
1 1/Five Years 0.20 
1 1/Five Years 0.20 
1 2/Three Years 0.67 

1 YR TOTAL 321.60 
5 YR TOTAL 1608.00



A-3. TEST FREQUENCY FOR SPRING-ACTUATED RELIEF VALVES 
Clair B. Ransom 

December 18, 1998 

The test frequency for spring-actuated relief valves at commercial nuclear power plants is determined 
by the inservice testing (1ST) program for safety-related pumps and valves for each plant. The Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) requires the operators of commercial nuclear plants to prepare IST programs and 
test safety-related pumps and valves in accordance with the Codes and Standards developed and maintained 
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). Volume 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, 
Paragraph 10 CFR 50.55a(f)3 states that IST of certain ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valves will 
be done according to the ASME Code, Section XI, Subsections 1WP and LWV, except where the alternative is 
authorized or relief is granted by NRC.  

Rather than develop their own rules to test mechanical components at nuclear power plants, the NRC 
elected to rely on the Codes and Standards developed by a national organization through the consensus 
committee process. The ASME has an organization set up under their Council of Codes and Standards to 
develop and maintain rules for designing, fabricating, testing, and maintaining mechanical systems and 
components. The board responsible to develop and maintain the Codes and Standards for testing safety
related pumps and valves in nuclear power plants is the Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards (BNCS).  
The Committee that initially developed and maintained these Codes and Standards was the Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Committee, Section X3. In recent years this task has been transferred to the Operation and 
Maintenance (OM) of Nuclear Power Plants Committee.  

The NRC implements the ASME Codes and standards by including them in rule-making to 10 CFR.  
The Edition and Addenda of the Code or Standard that is applicable for nuclear power plants for their initial 
and subsequent 120 month periods of licensed operation is determined by the Edition and Addenda 
referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a 12 months prior to the start of the period. After the ASME publishes a new 
Edition or Addenda to a Code or Standard, it may take several years before the rule-making is approved to 
include that Edition or Addenda in the CFR1 For example, if a new 120 month period for a commercial 
power plant began on June 1, 1992; the appropriate Code Edition that they should use for their pump and 
valve inservice testing (IST) program would be the Edition referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) on June 1, 1991; 
which is the 1983 Edition through the 1986 Edition.  

A-3.1 Study Plant Information 

San Onofre Unit 2 began commercial operation on August 18, 1983. The first 120 month IST 
program for this plant began on this date and lasted until August 17, 1993. San Onofre Unit 3 did not begin 
commercial operation until April 1, 1984; however, the licensee, Southern California Edison Company, 
sought and obtained approval to place Unit 3 on the same IST interval schedule as Unit 2. The applicable 
Code Edition and Addenda for the first 120 month IST programs was the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code, Section X[, 1977 Edition through Summer of 1979 Addenda. The second 120 month IST interval for 
these units was to begin on August 18, 1993 and extend until August 17, 2003. The applicable Code Edition 
and Addenda for the second 120 month IST programs is the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 
XI, 1989 Edition. However, since the second ten year program was not submitted until August 17, 1993, the 
NRC staff and contractors were not able to complete their review of this program and issue a Safety 
Evaluation Report (SER) approving it until a later date. The licensee implemented an amended second ten 
year IST program on April 1, 1994.' 

A cursory review of the San Onofre 2 and 3 IST programs revealed that none of the relief valves in 
the High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) System were included in the first 120 month IST programs or in 
the initial revisions of the second 120 month IST programs. Therefore, the relief valves evaluated in the
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study "Effect on Core Damage Frequency of Safety-Related Spring-Actuated Relief Valve Performance" 
were not included in the IST programs and would not be tested under the IST programs. These relief valves 
may have been omitted from the IST program because they were considered to be thermal relief valves.  

Thermal relief valves are valves placed in fluid systems solely to protect system piping from 
overpressurization caused by thermal expansion of liquid in isolated piping. Until the early 1990s, it was the 
NRC staff position that thermal relief valves were not required to be included in IST programs.! The scopes 
of components covered by the 1989 Edition of Section XI and the OM Code-1990 were expanded to include 
relief valves that protect portions of systems that are necessary for the system to perform its safety function. s 
This subtle change was lost on the IST engineers at many facilities. The NRC staff agreed with including 
certain thermal relief valves in IST programs and communicated this position in correspondence to regional 
personnel and contractors in 1993.b During 1995, in a response to a Code Inquiry, the Code Committee 
clarified that thermal relief valves that protect systems or portions of systems that perform a specific function 
in shutting down a reactor to a safe shutdown condition, maintaining it in the safe shutdown condition, or in 
mitigating the consequences of an accident should be included in the IST program and be tested to the Code 
requirements.  

The San Onofre HPSI injection header relief valve (3PSV9321) on the combined discharge header 
from HPSI Pump No. 2 and Charging Pump No. 1 into the four reactor coolant loops is a 1-V½ inch by 2-Y½ 
inch relief valve. This valve is sized larger than necessary for thermal relief. The valve's capacity was 
specified to protect the system piping from overpressurization in case the positive displacement charging 
pump was pumping into a dead-headed piping system (i.e., the injection isolation valves are closed). Since 
the capacity for this valve is specified for a condition other than thermal relief, this valve should have been 
included in the IST program even before the scope of the Code was expanded. Its exclusion appears to be an 
oversight Since these relief valves were excluded from the initial and second 120 month San Onofre 2 and 3 
IST Programs, they will not be tested directly by the current program. However, they will see elevated 
pressure (-925psi) every time the pumps are tested, which is quarterly in both the initial and second 120 
month IST programs.  

A-3.2 Applicable Test Code Edition During Study Period 

The data evaluated for the relief valve performance study covered the five year period of 1989 
through 1993. The regulations for IST at a nuclear facility during this period could vary from any Edition 
and Addenda of the ASME Code from the 1973 Edition of Section XM through the 1990 Edition of the OM
Code, depending on the licensing date and rulemaldng process. In addition, facilities occasionally seek NRC 
approval to change interval dates and/or Code Editions to cause these to be the same for multiple plants at the 
same site.  

An example of this situation is that for one of the sample facilities, during all of the five year study 
period except the last 4-Y2 months, the plants were in their first 120 month IST interval and the IST programs 
were based on the 1977 Edition through Summer of 1979 Addenda of Section XL The last 4-Y2 months of 
the study period was during their second 120 month interval when the Code of record was the 1986 Edition.  
It would be necessary to examine prior revisions of IST programs and related correspondence to determine 
the applicable Code Editions and Addenda that apply to any given nuclear facility.  

a E. J. Sullivan memorandum to James E. Richardson dated June 8, 1987, Attachment 3.  

b. Patricia Campbell notegram to Clair Ransom dated May 6, 1993.
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A-3.3 Relief Valve Test Requirements For 1977 Edition of The Code 

The rules for testing safety and relief valves are contained in Subsection IWV-35 10 of Subsection 
IWV of the Section XI Code in the Summer of 1979 Addenda to the 1977 Edition. 1WV-3511 requires that 
these valves be tested at the fivquency defined in Table IWV-3510-1. Table IWV-3510-1 states: 

Time Period Number of Valves to be Tested 

Startup through first refueling Minimum ofN,1/60 X total valves in this category 

First refueling through second Additional valves to make cumulative tested at least N2/60 X total 
refueling valves in this category 

Second refueling through third Additional valves to make cumulative tested at least N3160 X total 
refueling, etc. valves in this category, etc.  

(Note: Ni, N 2, N3 , etc., is the number of months from startup to first refueling, second refueling, third refueling, etc. When N is a 
number larger than 60, all valves which have not been tested during the preceding 5 year period shall be tested. The following 
period shall then be considered to be the same as "startup to the first refueling" for the purposes of determining test fiequency, 
with the added requirement that at each refueling all valves which have not been tested during the preceding 5 year period shall be 
tested. The subsequent period will be considered the same as the first refueling to the second refueling, etc., with N determined by 
counting months from the new starting point) 

An example of this test frequency for a plant on an 18 month refueling interval with 10 total valves 
in the category is as follows:

Startup through first refueling 
First refueling through second refueling 
Second refueling through third refueling 
Third refueling through fourth refueling 

Fourth refueling through fifth refueling 

Fifth refueling through sixth refueling

- 18/60 X 10 valves = 3 valves 
- 36/60 X 10 valves =6 valves (additional 3) 
- 54/60 X 10 valves = 9 valves (additional 3) 
- 72>60 = valves not tested in previous 5 years (additional 1+) 

- 18/60 X 10 valves = 3 valves (+ additional valves not tested in 
previous 5 years) 
- 36/60 X 10 valves = 6 valves (additional 3 + any valves not 
tested in previous 5 years)

IWV-35 13 Additional Tests, requires additional valves in a system to be tested if any valve in the 
system fails to fiuction properly during a regular test. The number of additional valves to be tested is 
determined by an arbitrary assumption that a 12 month operating period has passed, and additional valves 
shall be tested to make the cumulative total tested at least N/60 X total valves in this category. If any of the 
additional valves fail to function properly when tested, then all of the valves in the system in this category 
shall be tested. Applying this to the example from above, if any of the three valves tested during the first 
refueling through second refueling interval failed to function properly when tested, then the cumulative total 
would be changed to 8 (36+12/60 X 10) instead of 6. Therefore, 2 more valves would have to be tested 
during that outage, in addition to the original 3. If one of these 2 valves failed to function properly when 
tested, the remaining 5 valves in that category would have to be tested during the outage.
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A-3.4 Relief Valve Test Requirements For 1989 Edition of The Code 

In rulemaking to 10 CFR 50.55a effective September 8, 1992 (See 57 Federal Register 34666), the 
1989 Edition of ASME Section XM was incorporated in 10 CFR 50.55a(b). The 1989 Edition of Section XM 
provides that the rules for IST of pumps and valves are as specified in ASME/ANSI O&M Part 6 (OM-6), 
Inservice Testing ofPumps in Light- Water Reactor Power Plants, and Part 10 (OM- 10), Inservice Testing 
of Valves in Light-Water Reactor Power Plants. Part 10 of OMa-1988, paragraph 4.3.1 Safety and Relief 
Valve Tests, states that safety and relief valves shall meet the inservice test requirements of Part 1.  

The test frequency in OM-1987, Part 1, Section 1.3.4.1, for Class 2 and 3 pressure relief devices is: 

(a) Initial 10 Year Period. Pressure relief valves, with the exception of PWR main steam safety 
valves, shall be tested within the initial 10 year period as defined in Table 2.  

(b) Subsequent 10 Year Periods. All valves of each type and manufacture shall be tested within 
each subsequent 10 year period, with a minimum of 20% of the valves tested within any 48 months.  
This 20% shall be previously untested valves, if they exist 

(c) Replacement with Pretested Valves 
(1) Owners that satisfy testing requirements by installing a partial complement of pretested valves 

to replace those valves that had been in service in accordance with test schedule for (a) above shall 
set pressure test the valves which were removed, within 3 months of removal from the systemn 

(d) Acceptance Criteria. For those valves... which fail to meet the set pressure acceptance criteria, 
the causal effect shall be evaluated for determination of need for additional tests. If those valves 
exceed the stamped set pressure criteria by 3% or greater, the requirements of (e)(2) below shall be 
met.  

(e) Valves Not Meeting Acceptance Criteria.  
(1) For valves which fail the test of (cXl) above, additional valves shall be set pressure tested on 

the basis of two additional valves to be tested for each valve failure up to the total number of valves 
of the same type and manufacture. If any of the additional valves tested exceeds the stamped set 
pressure criteria by 3% or greater, then all valves of the same type and manufacture shall be tested.  

(2) Any valve exceeding its stamped set pressure by 3% or greater shall be repaired or replaced, 
the cause of failure shall be determined and corrected, and the valve shall successfully pass a retest 
before it is returned to service.  

A-3.5 Relief Valve Test Requirements for 1996 Edition of the Code 

The 1996 Edition of the Code has not been referenced in rulemaking to 10 CFR 50.55a; however, it 
is the latest published Code Edition and may be utilized in the future. The requirements for preservice and 
inservice testing of valves in this Code Edition are contained in Subsection ISTC. Paragraph ISTC 4.4 
Inservice Tests for Category C Safety Valves and Relief Valves, states that these valves shall meet the 
inservice test requirements of Appendix I, which is a mandatory appendix to this Edition of the Code. The 
test frequency requirements for Class 2 and 3 pressure relief valves are found in Paragraph 1 1.3.5. This 
Paragraph reads: 

11.3.5 Test Frequency, Class 2 and 3 Pressure Relief Valves 
(a) 10 Year TestInterval. Class 2 and 3 pressure relief valves, with the exception of PWR main 

steam safety valves, shall be tested every 10 years, starting with initial electric power generation. No 
maximum limit is specified for the number of valves to be tested during any single plant operating
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cycle; however, a minimum of 20%/ of the valves from each valve group shall be tested within any 48 
month interval. This 20% shall consist of valves that have not been tested during the current 10-year 
test interval, if they exist.  

The test interval for any individual valve shall not exceed 10 years. PWR main steam safety valves 
shall be tested in accordance with para. 1 1.3.3.  

(b) Replacement with Pretested Valves. The owner may satisfy testing requirements by installing 
pretested valves to replace valves that have been in service, provided that: 

(1) for replacement of a partial complement of valves, the valves removed from service in 
accordance with test schedule for (a) above shall be tested within 3 months of removal from the 
system or before resumption of electric power generation, whichever is later; or 

(2) for replacement of a full complement of valves, the valves removed from service shall be 
tested within 12 months of removal from the system.  

(c) Requirements for Testing Additional Valves. Additional valves shall be tested in accordance 
with the following requirements.  

(1) For each valve tested for which the as-found set-pressure (first test actuation) exceeds the 
greater of either the + tolerance limit of the Owner-established set-pressure acceptance criteria of 
para. 11.3.1(e) or +3% of the valve nameplate set-pressure, two additional valves shall be tested 
from the same valve group.  

(2) If the as-found set-pressure of any of the additional valves tested in accordance with para.  
I 1.3.5(c)(1) exceeds the criteria noted therein, the remaining valves of that same valve group shall be 
tested 

(3) The Owner shall evaluate the cause and effect of valves that fail to comply with the set
pressure acceptance criteria... Based upon this evaluation, the Owner shall determine the need for 
testing in addition to the minimum tests specified in para. I 1.3.5(c) to address any generic concerns 
which could apply to valves in the same or other valve groups.  

A-3.6 Thermal Relief Valve Testing 

To determine the testing that can be expected for relief valves included in the thermal relief valve 
category is very difficult Of four facilities contacted as part of an informal survey, one included only one 
thermal relief valve per unit in the IST programs for their units, two facilities included some of the thermal 
relief valves in their IST programs (i.e., -80 valves per unit out of a total population of -120 valves per unit), 
and the fourth facility included virtually all of the thermal relief valves (-120 per unit) in their IST programs.  
Of these facilities, only one had upgraded to a recent edition of the Code (1986 or later) that has the expanded 
scope statement that covers thermal relief valves, and that is the facility that included only one of these valves 
in their IST programs. The IST coordinators at the other facilities said that they included all or part of the 
thermal relief valves in their IST programs, even though not specifically required to by the edition of the Code 
they were using, because they determined that it was the appropriate thing to do. They were all of the opinion 
that upgrading their IST programs to more recent Code Editions would result in the requirement to include all 
of these valves in their IST programs.  

In a paper presented at the Fourth NRC/ASME Symposium on Valve and Pump Testing, held at the 
Hyatt Regency Hotel in Washington, DC, July 15 through 18, 1996, Mr. Peter J. Seniuk, then chair of the 
Working Group on Safety and Relief Valves, provided the following discussion on thermal relief valves as 
recorded in NUREG/CP-01526: 

Some owners have interpreted that thermal relief valve tests are not required while other owners 
feel they are required. Within the last three years, both owners and inspectors became more 
concerned about thermal relief test requirements and required testing of these valves per 
Appendix I. Some Working Group members reported it was never the intent of the Code to
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require testing of thermal relief valves. However, it is the opinion of the author that they are 
covered by the scope statement, and testing should be in accordance with the requirements of 
Appendix I.  

The scoping statement wording, "The pressure relief devices covered are those for protecting 
systems or portions of systems that perform a required function in shutting down a reactor..." 
was added to ASME OMc Code 1994 to clarify the intent of the Code. Some owners justified 
the exclusion of thermal reliefs because this wording was missing from their committed edition.  
Others would not test these thermal relief valves because the component being served does not 
need to be "protected" when in service. Because the component was subjected to normal system 
pressure by inservice conditions, the thermal relief valves had no safety significance. Isolation 
occurs only during a maintenance function, when it is out of service. However, during 
maintenance, over-pressurization could occur and damage due to a faulty thermal relief valve 
could go unnoticed.  

The thermal relief valve test issue was addressed by a Code inquiry. The inquiry is to be 
published in ASME OMa Code-1996. In March of 1995 the Subcommittee on Valves approved 
the following: 

Inquiry: Is it the requirement of the ASME OM Code-1995, Appendix I, OMc Code-1994, 
Appendix 1; OM-1987, Part 1 (as referenced per Section XI); or ANSIIASME OM-1 1981 to 
require testing of Class 2 and Class 3 relief valves installed in systems that perform a specific 
function in shutting down a reactor to the cold shutdown condition, in maintaining the cold 
shutdown condition, or in mitigating the consequences of an accident; for pressure relief valves 
whose only overpressure protection function is to protect isolated components from fluid 
expansion caused by changes in fluid temperature? Response: Yes, provided that they fall within 
the scope of ISTC 1.1. as determined bythe Owner.  

Since the Subcommittee on Valves agreed that thermal relief valves need to be tested, an 
appropriate test frequency for this subset needed to be developed. A proposed Code change and 
Code Case would eliminate the two additional valve tests following as-found set-pressure 
determination (first actuation) failures, currently required in Appendix I for relief valves. Each 
thermal relief valve would be tested at least once every 10 years unless performance data 
indicates that more frequent testing is necessary. The thermal relief valve Code Case would 
resolve the testing frequency issue in a timely fashion. The Code Case will allow owners to test 
these valves with no penalty of testing additional valves. Failure databases for these thermal 
relief valves support this extended frequency. Testing frequency has not changed for Class 1 
thermal relief valves.  

The approved thermal relief valve Code Case for ASME OM Code-1995 is: 

Inquiry: What alternative to ASME OM Code-1995 Appendix I paragraph 1.3.5(a), (b), and (c) 
may be used for Class 2 and Class 3 pressure relief valves, which are required to be tested per 
ASME OM Code-1995, Appendix I, paragraph 11.1, whose only overpressure protection 
function is to protect isolated components from fluid expansion caused by changes in fluid 
temperature? 

Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee that in lieu of the requirements specified in ASME OM 
Code-1995, paragraph I 1.3.5(a), (b), and (c) testing for Class 2 and Class 3 pressure relief 
valves whose only overpressure protection function is to protect isolated components from fluid 
expansion caused by changes in fluid temperature shall be performed once every ten years on
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each valve unless performance data indicates that more frequent testing is needed to assure valve 
function. In lieu of tests, the Owner may replace these valves every ten years unless performance 
data indicates that more frequent replacement is needed to assure valve function.  

A-3.7 Relief Valve Testing Frequencies 

As can be seen from the previous discussion, the percentage of relief valves included in IST 
programs can vary dramatically from facility to facility. The testing frequency for relief valves included in 
IST programs can also vary widely. Several factors affect this frequency, such as (a) the Code Edition that 
applies to the IST program, (b) the number of relief valves in the valve group, and (c) the number of failures 
experienced when the valves are tested. For plants on Code Editions prior to the 1986 Edition, the maximum 
interval between testing is 5 years. If there is only one relief in a particular group (the owner is required to 
define the valve group based on manufacturer, type, system application, and service media), that relief valve 
will be tested during each refueling outage, which could be as short as once every year for plants on 12 month 
refueling cycles. Valves in slightly larger groups could be tested as frequently as once every refueling outage 
if there are any failures requiring expansion of the test sample. Many of the valves in the subject study are in 
small groups (i.e., there is one relief valve in the San Onofre 2 and 3 LPSI group, there are three relief valves 
in the San Onofre -PSI group, etc.). For plants using the 1986 or later Edition of the Code, the longest time 
between tests could be 10 years. On the later editions of the Code, the shortest frequency for relief valves is 
once every 48 months for single valve groups, unless that single valve's set pressure is out of the ± tolerance 
limit which could result in more frequent testing.  

Valves located within the Code Class 1, 2, or 3 boundaries of safety systems which are not included 
in IST programs are generally included in the Appendix B, Balance of Plant (BOP) Programs. Based on 
discussions with IST Engineers at sample facilities, the relief valves in the BOP program are normally tested 
at a similar frequency as the relief valves in the IST program The differences between the frequencies are 
due to factors, such as (a) the criteria for establishing valve groups may be more loosely applied, and (b) the 
requirement for additional testing may not be applied when a tested valve is found out of tolerance. The 
conduct of the BOP testing programs will also vary widely from facility to facility.  

Some relief valves may be challenged for premature opening during pump testing in the train that 
these relief valves protect The pressures achieved in the system during pump testing may be a fraction of the 
relief valve set pressure; however, major setpoint drift or seat leakage may be discovered during pump 
testing Determining which relief valves are challenged for premature opening during pump testing and the 
percentage of their set pressure that they are subjected to during this testing would be extremely dificult and 
time consuming. Unless relief has been granted anthorizing a longer time between tests, all pumps are tested 
quarterly no matter which Code Edition is being used.' Since not all relief valves are challenged during pump 
testing and the pressure may be a fraction of the set pressure, the contribution of pump testing should be 
discounted.  

A-3.8 Conclusions 

Because of variations in the Code Edition used, treatment of thermal relief valves, how Balance of 
Plant testing programs are implemented, and other factors, establishing an accurate count of the times any 
particular relief valve is challenged, by relief valve and pump testing at commercial nuclear power plants, 
would be extremely difficult. These variables could not all be determined by reviewing a facility's IST and 
BOP programs. To accurately assess the actual tests for a particular relief valve would require a careful 
review of facility test procedures and records; it would be necessary to visit the facility, look at procedures, 
records, and other facility documents and talk to plant personnel. This would be extremely time consuming 
and expensive.
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Since making an accurate count of the relief valve tests is not practical, the best solution to this 
problem would be to bound the number on both sides. As discussed above, the most frequent testing that can 
be expected for relief valves is once every refueling outage, which could be as frequent as once each year.  
This applies to small valve groups where the facility is using Code Editions prior to the 1986 Edition. The 
longest period between testing is once every 10 years. This applies to large valve groups at facilities where 
the Code of record is the 1986 or later Edition.  

Applying most frequent testing assumptions to the PO test data documented in Appendix A-2 results 
in 321.6 tests per year or 1,608 tests in a 5 year period. The valves listed with the "0/Not Done" test 
frequency were assumed to be tested once each year by either the IST or BOP testing programs. This is 
based on the assumptions that the facilities are on earlier (pre-1986) Editions and Addenda of the Code, each 
valve is in a group by itself because of differences in valve manufacturer, type, system application, or service 
media, and the plant is on a 12 month refueling cycle. Where testing frequencies were specified in the 
NPRDS data, these frequencies were utilized in the calculation.  

To calculate the least amount of testing that could be reasonably expected for PO in this group of 
relief valves, it was assumed that the facility was using the 1986 or more recent Edition of the Code and that 
the valve groups were large. Based on these assumptions, the valves listed with the "0/Not Done" test 
frequency were assumed to be tested once every 10 years by either the IST or BOP testing programs. The 
test frequencies obtained from the NPRDS data were used for all other valves except the CE Low Pressure 
Safety Injection/Shutdown Cooling System relief valves with the "9/Annual" test frequency. The raw data 
indicated that there is one large group of these valves, of which 9 are tested every year, therefore, only one 
line was used for these valves and the number of tests each year used in the calculation was 9. For the CE 
High Pressure Safety Injection System relief valves with the "9/Annual" test frequency, the raw data shows 
one group of 17 valves, of which 9 are tested annually; therefore, 9 tests per year were used for the 
calculation. The results of this calculation are 59.7 tests per year and 298.5 tests during a 5 year period.
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Appendix B 

PRA Computer Database Information 

B-1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

A SAPHIRE data base is a "full-scope" Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS)
level plant model ("load") where the dominant accident sequences were reproduced using the event tree and 
fault tree models to provide the best possible match with the core damage sequence results as reported in the 
respective documents. The cut sets for dominant accident sequences are of interest here because the PRA 
included data, information, and results for only these sequences. Very little data and information (no 
sequence cut set or quantified results) were available for non-dominant sequences with which to compare 
results.8 The estimated CDF from the IRRAS model is in good agreement with the CDF reported in the 
respective documents, although some differences exist between specific sequences. Differences between'the 
PRA results and those generated using IRRAS are attributed to the following: 

" The PRA documentation does not report all sequence cut sets generated. Thus, verification of the 
IRRAS results is limited to the reported data. When comparing the sum of the cut set frequencies 
reported in the PRA against the same cut sets in IRRAS (using a truncation equal to the reported 
cutsets), the IRRAS results are in good agreement.  

" Some basic events reported in the PRA involve either maximum entropy or special uncertainty 
distributions. For those events involving a maximum entropy distribution, the IRRAS generated 
basic event probabilities differ slightly from those reported in the PRA. For those events involving a 
special distribution, histograms were developed and loaded into IRRAS. Again, some differences 
were noted between the PRA and IRRAS generated basic event probability data.  

* The recovery rules reported in the PRA are generally clear in intent, but sometimes they may not 
have been applied as stated.  

"* IRRAS does not generate all sequence cutsets reported in the PRA, or in some cases, IRRAS 
generates more. It is presumed that either the sequences reported in the PRA were manually edited, 
or the fault tree models were modified without modifying the PRA documentation.  

B-2. B&W PLANT ANALYSIS DETAILS 

The Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) plant PRA model was loaded and verified against the IRRAS project 
notes,' the PRA document,2 and an electronic file supplied by the plant owner.b The PRA model for the B&W 
plant used in this study has been revised and refined since the publication of the PRA document, necessitating 
the use of the supplementary file to validate the as-loaded model. The current model is a large fault tree 
(COREMELT), which includes external events. The CDF contributions from the external events were 
removed by using a recovery instruction that removed cutsets containing the external initiating events. Table 
B-1 shows the comparisons for the 12 internal initiating events that make up the CDF reported by the plant 

a. To become important, a "non-significant' sequence would have to increase by a factor of at least 25 (GE) to contribute 10% to 

total CDF.  

b. Duke Power Company, oconee8r.cu2, 4/21/97.
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owner. The first two columns show the PRA initiating events abbreviations and descriptions. The next 
column shows the PRA initiating event frequency. The last column shows the results obtained when the PRA 
model was loaded into IRRAS (the base case). The uniform truncation values for the base case were chosen 
to give the best match with the PRA results reported by the plant owner.  

Table B-1. B&W plant PRA initiating event list.  

PRA Base Case 
Event FrequenWc FrequeMcy 
Name Description (/Rx-Yr) (/Rx-Yr) 

SL Small LOCA 4.36E-06 4.36E-06 

ML Medium LOCA 1.18E-06 1.18E-06 
LL Large LOCA L.47E-06 1.48E-06 

LOCA Total 7.01E-06 7.02E-06 
RPV Reactor Vessel Rupture L.OOE-06 1.OOE-06 

TI Reactor/Turbine Trip 5.83E-06 6.16E-06 
T2 Loss of Main Feed Water 5.80E-07 5.80E-07 

T3 Loss of 4160 VAC SWGR 3TC 9.63E-07 9.73E-07 
T6 Loss of Instrumnent Air 2.59E-09 2.59E-09 
T7 Excessive Feedwater 3.37E-09 3.37E-09 
T8 Spurious ESF Signal 3.37E-09 3.37E-09 

T12 Loss of Service Water 1.09E-06 1.09E-06 

Transient Total 8.47E-06 8.90E-06 
Y Steam Generator Tube Rupture 2.50E-07 2.45E-07 

Total 1.67E-05 1.71E-05 

a. From Duke Power Company electronic file oconee8r.cu2, 4/21/97.  
b. Truncation used: probability at 1E-8, cut set size not truncated.  

B-3. GE PLANT ANALYSIS DETAILS 

The GE PRA model was loaded and verified against the documentation of the database loading project 
and the PRA document 4 Table B-2 shows the comparisons for the seven dominant sequences that make up 
the CDF reported in the PRA. The first two columns show the event tree and sequence names for the seven 
sequences. The next column shows the sequence frequency as reported in the PRA. The next column 
contains the results obtained when the PRA was loaded into IRRAS. The last column shows the base case 
established using uniform tnmcation values for all sequences. The use of uniform truncation values in the 
base case produces a compromise in the fidelity of the results compared to results obtained when using the 
variety of truncation values associated with the original IRRAS database loading, but permits running the 
sensitivity screening cases much more efficiently. The truncation values were chosen to give conservative 
results, with a slightly higher overall CDF and more cut sets retained in the results, when compared to the 
results reported in the IRRAS project notes.
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Table B-2. GE plant PRA sequence list.

Event Tree 
ATWS 

PCSLOS 
STABLA 
STABLA 

STABLA 
STABLA 

STABLA 

TOTALS

Sequence Name 

TC-74 
T2-56 

TIB-13 
T1B-14 

TIB-16 

T1B-17 
TlB-21

PRA 
Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 

1.18E-07 

1.44E-08 
3.33E-08 
2.30E-08 

1.80E-06 

1.29E-08 
7.20E-08 

2.07E-06

IRRAS 
Frequency 
(/Rx-YrT

1.177E-07 

1.453E-08 
3.304E-08 
2.375E-08 

1.799E-06 

1.306E-08 
7.309E-08 

2.074E-06

Base Case 
Frequency' 
(/Rx-Yr) 

1.179E-07 
2.032E-08 
3.580E-08 
2.606E-08 
2.224E-06 
8.683E-09 
6.782E-08 

2.500E-06

a. Truncation used: probability at 1E-10, cut set size at 8.

B-4. W3L PLANT ANALYSIS DETAILS 

The W3L PRA model was loaded and verified against the IRRAS project notes5 and the PRA document.  
Table B-3 shows the comparisons for the 46 dominant sequences that make up the CDF reported in the PRA.  
The first three columns show the event tree, sequence and end state names. The next three columns show the 
sequence frequency as reported in the PRA, the results obtained when the PRA was loaded into IRRAS, and 
Base Case frequencies using uniform truncation values for all sequences. The truncation values for the base 
case were chosen to give conservative results, with a slightly higher overall CDF in the results.  

The re-analysis of the SRV failure effects was done using basic events LPI-CKV-FT-CV50 and LPI
CKV-FT-CV58 as surrogates for failed SRVs.  

B-5. W4L PLANT ANALYSIS DETAILS 

The W4L plant PRA model was loaded and verified against the IRRAS project notes' and the PRA 
document." Table B-4 shows the comparisons for the 34 dominant sequences that make up the CDF reported 
in the PRA. The first three columns show the PRA Group and sequence names, sequence number, and the 
sequence fiequency as reported in the PRA. The next two columns show the IRRAS sequence number and 
the results obtained when the PRA was loaded into IRRAS. The next four columns show the sequence 
identification and SRV Project Base Case frequencies using uniform truncation values for all sequences. The 
truncation values for the base case were chosen to give conservative results, with a slightly higher overall 
CDF in the results, as compared with the IRRAS database loading calculations.
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Table B-3. W3L plant PRA sequence list.

Event Tree 
A 
A 
A 
Si 
Si 
Si 
S2 
S3 
TiS-QS-NR7 
TiS-QS-W2-NR7 
TiS-NR7 
TiS-W2-NR7 
TI S-W2-O-NR7 
TIS-Q-NR7 
TIS-NR7 
TiS-O-NR7 
T1S-L 
TIS-QS-L 
T1 S-Q-L 
TI S-L 
TIS-QS-L 
TIS-Q-L 
TI S-Q-NRI 
TI S-Q-QS-NRI 
TiS-Q-NRI 
TI S-Q-QS-NRI 
Ti S-W2-O-SL-NRS 
Ti S-QS-W2-SL-NRS 
TI S-W2-SL-NRS 
Ti S-O-SL-NRS 
Ti S-SL-NRS 
TI S-QS-SL-NRS 
T-K-R-D4 
T-K-R-Z 
T2 
T2 
TSA 
T5A 
T5B 
T5B 
T7 
T7 
V7 
T7 
T7 
V 
TOTALS

Table B-3. W3L plant PRA sequ•ce 
list.
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a. Trancation used: Probability at IE-12, Cut Set Size at 11

Sequence 
Name 
A-7 
A-6 
A-2 
SI-9 
S1-3 
SI-2 
S2-20 
S3-41 
TIS-14 
TIS-16 
Ti S-3 
Ti S-5 
TIS-9(4) 
TIS-12 
TiS-3 
TI S-7 
TIS-12 
T1S-19 
TIS-22 
TIS-10 
TIS-15 
TIS-18 
TIS-21 
TIS-24 
TIS-17 
TI S-20 
TIS-11 
TIS-18 
TiS-7 
TIS-14 
TiS-5 
TI S-9 
T-4 
TN-20 
T2-12 
T2-11 
T5A-12 
T5A-1I 
T5B-12 
T5B-1I 
17-17 
T7-19 
T7-13 
T7-12 
T7-8 
V

Endstate Name 
A-D5 
A-D6 
A-HI 
SI-DI 
S1-D6 
Si-Hi 
S2-D1 
S3-DI 
SBO-BATr 
SBO-BATr 
SBO-BATr 
SBO-BATr 
SBO-BATT 
SBO-BATr2 
SBO-BATT2 
SBO-BATT2 
SBO-L 
SBO-L 
SBO-L 
SBO-L2 
SBO-L2 
SBO-L2 
SBO-Q 
SBO-Q 
SBO-Q2 
SBO-Q2 
SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA2 
SBO-SLOCA2 
SBO-SLOCA2 
T-K-R-D4 
T-K-R-Z 
T2-L-D2 
T2-L-P 
T5A-L-D2 
T5A-L-P 
T5B-L-D2 
T5B-L-P 
T7-Di-OD 
T7-K 
T7-L3 
T7-OD-Q-QS 
T7-OD-QS 
V

PRA Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 
8.50E-07 
4.69E-07 
7.78E-07 
8.17E-07 
9.33E-07 
1.55E-06 
4.29E-07 
6.39E-07 
1.90E-06 
1.20E-07 
5.20E-06 
3.OOE-07 
8.90E-09 
9.30E-08 
2.OOE-07 
8.40E-09 
3.50E-07 
3.20E-06 
7.30E-08 
2.50E-07 
3.80E-07 
1.40E-08 
1.40E-06 
5.10E-07 
2.60E-07 
9.20E-08 
1.50E-07 
1.10E-06 
2.70E-06 
9.70E-08 
1.80E-06 
7.I0E-07 
5.65E-07 
8.43E-07 
7.16E-07 
7.69E-07 
9.OOE-09 
1.38E-07 
9.OOE-09 
1.38E-07 
1.95E-07 
1.02E-07 
1.05E-07 
1.22E-07 
1.39E-06 
1.20E-05 
3.30E-05

IRRAS 
Frequency 

(TRx-Yr) 
8.56E-07 
4.68E-07 
7.81E-07 
6.83E-07 
9.31E-07 
1.56E-06 
4.29E-07 
6.16E-07 
1.98E-06 
1.13E-07 
5.36E-06 
3.07E-07 
1.40E-08 
7.85E-08 
2.07E-07 
8.78E-09 
3.91E-07 
3.32E-06 
8.01E-08 
2.53E-07 
3.87E-07 
6.63E-09 
1.36E-06 
5.05E-07 
2.60E-07 
1.02E-07 
1.22E-07 
1.OiE-06 
2.69E-06 
6.97E-07 
1.84E-06 
8.41E-08 
5.74E-07 
8.42E-07 
7.16E-07 
8.12E-07 
9.1 IE-09 
1.37E-07 
9.1 IE-09 
1.37E-07 
1.94E-07 
1.02E-07 
1.05E-07 
1.24E-07 
1.39E-06 
1.20E-06 
3.39E-05

Base Case 

FrequencyA 
(/Rx-Yr) 
8.56E-07 
4.76E-07 
7.98E-07 
7.05E-07 
9.46E-07 
1.59E-06 
4.37E-07 
6.36E-07 
1.98E-06 
1.22E-07 
5.36E-06 
3.13E-07 
5.97E-08 
8.07E-08 
2.07E-07 
1.07E-08 
4.89E-07 
3.32E-06 
8.19E-08 
2.86E-07 
4.07E-07 
7.53E-09 
1.36E-06 
5.05E-07 
2.86E-07 
1.05E-07 
1.22E-07 
1.05E-06 
2.69E-06 
6.98E-07 
1.84E-06 
9.42E-08 
5.78E-07 
8.43E-07 
7.24E-07 
8.32E-07 
9.92E-09 
1.38E-07 
9.93E-09 
1.38E-07 
2.12E-07 
1.02E-07 
1.07E-07 
1.25E-07 
1.39E-06 
1.20E-06 
3.44E-05



Table B-4. W4L plant PRA sequence list.

PRA (Group), Sequence, and 
[HRRAS] name 
(SBO-BAMh 

TI-i H-DG-DC-7H 
Ti-I H-DG-OC-DC-7H 
TI-SG-iH-DG-DC-7H 
(SBO-L) 

T1-Q-iH 
TI-SG-L-IH 
(SBO-Q) 

TI-i-iH 
Ti-Q-L-IH 
TI-SG-Q-iH.  
TI-SG-L-IH 
(SBO-SLOCA) 

Ti-iH-DG-SLNSL 
Ti-i H-DG-DC-SLNSL 
TI-SG-1H-DG-SLNSL 
TI-SG-1H-DG-SLNSL 
Ti-SG-1H-DG-DC-SLNSL 
Ti-iH-DG-OD-DC-SLNSL 
T2-Li-P1 [T2LIPI] 
TDCI-Li-Pi [TDCI-LP13 
TDCII-L1-PI [TDXi-LIPI] 
TSG-OD-QS [17-OD-QS] 
TSG-L [-17-L] 
TSG-KR [r7-K-R] 
AML [A-Hi] 
ADS 
AD6 
SI-H2 
S1-H4 
S2-H2 
S2-H3 
S3-Wl-H3 
S3-OC-H2 
S3-OC-H3 
TKRD4 
TKRZ 
V 
Total Core Damage Frequency

PRA 
Sequence Frequency 
Number (/Rx-Yr) 

2.09E-07 
2.24E-07 

TI-7 2.10E-07 
TI-14 4.30E-09 
TI-29 1.10E-08 

7.39E-06 
7.45E-06 

TI-18 7.10E-06 
Tl-33 3.50E-07 

3.08E-07 
3.09E-07 

Tl-20 2.50E-07 
Tl-22 4.40E-08 
TI-35 1.30E-08 
TI-37 1.80E-09 

3.01E-06 
3.05E-06 

TI-5 2.40E-06 
TI-9 4.50E-07 
TI-12 5.90E-08 
Tl-16 8.10E-09 
Tl-27 1.30E-07 
TI-31 1.8OE-09 
T2-7 1.59E-06 

TDC-7 3.52E-07 
TDC-7 3.52E-07 
TSG-7 1.64E-06 
TSG-12 4.20E-07 
TSG-i8 2.04E-07 
A-2 6.18E-07 
A-3 1.28E-06 
A-4 3.14E-07 
SI-2 5.19E-06 
Sl-3 1.20E-06 
S2-2 5.19E-06 
S2-3 1.4SE-06 
S3- 5.25E-07 
S3-8 1.51lE-05 
S3-9 4.60E-6 
TK-3 2.45E-07 
TK-.9 1.37E-06 
V-i 4.80E-07 

5.31E-05

iRRAS IRRAS Base Case 
Seq. Frequency Endstate Event Sequence Frequency'C 
Number (/Rx-Yr) Name Tree Name (/Rx-Yr)

b

a 

b 

a 

b

a 

b

TIS-7 
TI S-14 
TIS-29

2.868E-07 
2.330E-07 
1.042E,08 
4.337E-08

SBO-BA1T 
SBO-BATT 
SBO-BATT

7A83E-06 
TIS-18 7.12SE-06 SBO-L 
TIS-33 3.576E-07 SBO-L

TIS-20 
TIS-22 
TI S-35 
TIS-37 

TL.S-5 
TlS-9 
TIS-12 
TI S-16 
TI S-27 
TI S-31I 
T2-7 
TDCI-7 
TDCH-7 
TSG-7 
TSG-12 
TSG-18 
A-2 
A-3 
A-4 
S1-2 
SI-3 
S2-2 
S2-3 
S3-3 
S3-8 
S3-9 
TK-4 
17-10 
V

3.330E-07 
2.877E-07 
3.279E-08 
1.189E-08 
7.83SE-10 

3.245E-06 
1 .351E-06 
1.654E-06 
3.164E-08 
4.048E-08 
7.261E-08 
9.50SE-08 
1.607E-06 
3.576E-07 
3.576E-07 
1.640E-06 
5.256E-07 
2.040E-07 
7.942E-07 
1.273E-06 
3.150E-07 
5.180E-06 
1.340E-06 
5.180E-06 
1.543E-06 
6.196E-07 
7302E-06 
4.998E-06 
2.453E-07 
1.370E-06 
4.800E-07 
4.665E-05

SBO-Q 
SBO-Q 
SBO-Q 
SBO-Q 

SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA 
SBO-SLOCA 
T2LIPi 
TDCILiP 
TDCHII1P 
TSGODQS 
TSGL 
TSGK 
AHI 
ADS 
AD6 
SIH2 
SIM4 
52112 
52113 
S3W1H3 
S30CH2 
S30CH3 
TKRD4 
TKRZ 
V 
TOTAL

FTIrSB 
FTlSB 
FTISB

TIS-7 
Tl8-14 
Ti S-29

FTISB TIS-18 
FTISB TIS-33

FTISB 
FT1SB 
FTISB 
FTISB 

FTISB 
FTISB 
FTISB 
FTISB 
FT1SB 
FT1SB 
F12 
FTDCl 
FTDCII 
FTSG 
FTSG 
FrSG 
FA 
FA 
FA 
FS1 
Fsi 
FS2 
F82 
FS3 
FS3 
P83 
Fit 
FrZ 
V

TIS8-20 
TIS-22 
TIS-35 
TIS-37 

TIS-5 
TIS-9 
TIS-12 
TIS-16 
TIS-27 
TIS8-31 
T'2-7 
TDCI-7 
TDCII-7 
TSG-7 
TSG-12 
TSG-18 
A-2 
A-3 
A-4 
SI-2 
SI-3 
S2-2 
S2-3 
S3-3 
S3-8 
S3-9 
TK-4 
TZ-i0 
V

2.33E-07 
1.95E-08 
4.66E-08 

7.13E-06 
3.75E-07 

3.48E-07 
2.44E-08 
1.67E-08 
1.05E-09 

1.35E-06 
1.65E-06 
3.19E-09 
4.07E-08 
7.27E-09 
9.52E-08 
1 .70E-06 
3.61E-07 
3.61E-07 
1.64E-06 
5.28E-07 
2.04E-07 
7.99E-07 
1.27E-06 
3.19E-07 
5. 19E-06 
1.4IE-06 
5.20E-06 
1.6 1E-06 
6.69E-07 
7.34E-06 
5.02E-06 
2.54E-07 
1.37E-06 
4.80E-07 
4.71E-05

B-7

a& Repoted in Appendix E ofPart 2 of the PRA.  

b. Reported in Tabe 4.10-5 of Pat 1 of the PRA 

c. Tnmoatioi: Probability at IE-11, cut set size at 11.



B-6. CE PLANT ANALYSIS DETAILS 

B-6.1 Base Case 

The CE plant PRA model was loaded and verified against the ERRAS project notes9 and the PRA 
document"0 In the CE plant PRA, non-uniform truncation values may have been used to estimate CDF for 
different core damage sequences. In order to reproduce the reference PRA results in the IRRAS data base 
(IRRAS case) the same non-uniform truncation values may have been used. To simplify the analysis effort in 
this study, the HPSI system fault trees and core damage sequences of interest were requantified using a 
consistent truncation value. First, only the cut sets for event tree top events involving HPSI system fault trees 
were generated using a 1.OE-6 truncation value then cut sets for core damage sequences were generated using 
a 1.OE-9 truncation value. Next, the same recovery rules developed in the IRRAS PRA model were applied to 
eliminate invalid cut sets. At this point, the truncation value of 1.OE-9 was used.  

Except for five core damage sequences, no discrepancies were observed in the results between the later 
analysis and IRRAS load case. The difference in the CDF between the IRRAS loaded case and reinitialized 
case (referred to as the base case) was minor (- 0.01% of total CDF). The discrepancy is attributed to 
variations in the cut-off values used in the different analyses. (CDFs for the sequences > 1.OE-9/yr for both 
cases are listed in Table B-5.) 

Table B-5. CE plant PRA sequence list

IRRAS Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 
3.81E-07 
1.27E-07 
6.1OE-09 
2.54E-09 
1.64E-07 
1.60E-08 
2.77E-07 
1.65E-06 
7.78E-07 
4.71E-07 
6.80E-09 
4.83E-06 
1.68E-06 
3.68E-08 
7.93E-09 
3.78E-09 
1.52E-06 
1.42E-07 
1.20E-08 
6.42E-09 
3.21E-09 
5.35E-08 
5.82E-07 
2.01E-06 
6.92E-08 
1.46E-06 
1.90E-06 
1.55E-08 
5.67E-07

Base Frequency a 
(/Rx-Yr) 
3.81E-07 
1.27E-07 
6.1OE-09 
2.54E-09 
1.64E-07 
1.60E-08 
2.77E-07 
1.65E-06 
7.79E-07 
4.71E-07 
6.80E-09 
4.83E-06 
1.69E-06 
3.68E-08 
7.93E-09 
3.78E-09 
1.52E-06 
1.42E-07 
1.20E-08 
6.42E-09 
3.21E-09 
5.35E-08 
5.83E-07 
2.01E-06 
6.92E-08 
1.46E-06 
1.90E-06 
1.55E-08 
5.67E-07

Difference 
(Base- IRRAS) 

0.00E+00 
O.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
1.OOE-10 

0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
1.OOE-09 
0.O0E+00 
O.OOE+00 
0.OOE+O0 
0.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 
O.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
1.OE-10 
0.00E+00 
O.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00

B-8

Event Tree 
Name 
CCW 
CCW 
CCW 
CCW 
LDC 
LDC 
LL 
LL 
LL 
LL 

LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
ML 
ML 
ML 
ML 
PCS 
PCS 
PCs

Sequence 
Name 

3 
6 
12 
14 
5 

33 
3 
5 
11 
13 
9 
11 

15-05 
15-07 
15-10 
15-13 
15-20 

17 
19-09 
19-13 
19-15 
19-17 

3 
5 
9 

20 
5 
9 
11



Table B-5. (continued).

a. HPSI system fault tres rcanabyzed at 1YA-6 cut-off.
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Event Tree 
Name 
Pcs 
Pcs 
Pcs 
Pcs 
Pcs 
Pcs 
Pcs 
PCS 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 

SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SSL 
SSL 
SSL 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
VL 
VR 

Total

Sequence 
Name 

19 
29 

33-09 
33-13 
33-15 
33-17 
33-25 
33-29 

4 
8 
10 
13 
16 
18 
20 

24-17 
3 
5 
12 
15 
22 
7 
11 
13 
4 
10 

14-17 
5 
17 
19 
29 

33-09 
33-11 
33-13 
33-15 
33-17 
33-25 
33-27 
33-29 

3 
2

IRRAS Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 
6.36E-09 
9.41E-08 
7.57E-08 
3.29E-08 
1.59E-08 
2.67E-07 
1.56E-08 
8.36E-09 
2.21E-07 
2.24E-08 
7.60E-08 
3.OOE-08 
2.06E-08 
4.79E-09 
4.78E-08 
5.OOE-09 
6.92E-08 
2.01E-06 
4.16E-08 
2.87E-09 
8.88E-07 
2.40E-07 
5.93E-08 
1.02E-07 
5.84E-08 
7.59E-07 
6.50E-09 
1.81E-06 
1.74E-07 
2.33E-09 
2.50E-08 
5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 
2.37E-07 
1.14E-07 
1.92E-06 
1.43E-07 
2.OOE-09 
6.22E-08 
6.60E-07 
2.OOE-07 
2.99E-05

Base Frequency' (/Rx-Yr) 
6.36E-09 
9.41E-08 
7.58E-08 
3.29E-08 
1.59E-08 
2.67E-07 
1.56E-08 
8.36E-09 
2.21E-07 
2.24E-08 
7.60E-08 
3.00E-08 
2.06E-08 
4.79E-09 
4.78E-08 
5.OOE-09 
6.92E-08 
2.01E-06 
4.16E-08 
2.87E-09 
8.88E-07 
2.40E-07 
5.93E-08 
1.02E-07 
5.84E-08 
7.60E-07 
6.50E-09 
1.81E-06 
1.74E-07 
2.33E-09 
2.50E-08 
5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 
2.37E-07 
1.14E-07 
1.92E-06 
1.43E-07 
2.00E-09 
6.22E-08 
6.60E-07 
2.00E-07 
2.99E-05

Difference 
(Base- ERRAS) 

O.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
1.00E-1 1 
0.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
O.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
O.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
1.OOE-10 
O.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
O.0OE+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
4.08E-09



The CE plant PRA differs from a typical PRA study in the sense that it was modeled using many house 
events (or Flags) at the system (and system operating mode) level for an individual sequence. A house event 
is defined as an event which sets a basic event or a system in "TRUE" or "FALSE" state. Such events must 
be set properly for individual sequences, prior to generating sequence cut sets. The fault tree cut sets were 
then generated and stored under a unique file name. In typical PRA analyses, fault tree logic is used in the 
generation of cut sets for a core damage sequence. For this PRA, instead of fault tree logic, fault tree cut sets 
were used.  

In the original IPE analysis, failure of SRVs was not modeled. Unavailability of a train or HPSI system 
was simulated by manipulating the fault tree top gates of the HPSI system as discussed next.  

B-6.2 CASE I - Simulation of Unavailability of HPSI Due to Stuck Open 
Safety Relief Valves.  

It was assumed if the SRVs in the discharge lines prematurely open and remain fully stuck open then 
sufficient flow will be diverted through the stuck open valves to effectively disable the HPSI system. To 
estimate CDF due to unavailability of HPSI system, first the event tree top events involving HPSI system 
were identified. The fault trees for these top events were reviewed and the calculation type flags for the 
appropriate top gates and basic events were set to TRUE (T), i.e., always fails. Next, the logic flags for one 
of these top events were reset then the top event fault tree(s) was reanalyzed. The process was repeated for 
each of these top events.  

Next, the event trees were reviewed and the core damage sequences with a success of HPSI (in injection 
mode or recirculation mode) were eliminated from further analysis as those core damage sequences would not 
logically exist Remaining core damage sequences were reevaluated. This case is referred as a "current case" 
in Table B-7.  

To model HPSI unavailable, the top gates/basic events shown in Table B-6 were set to true, i.e., always 
fails.  

Table B-6. Logic settings for Case 1.  

Top Gate/ Calculation Process 
Basic Event Description Type Flag 

HX-01-03 RCS loop IA Discharge failure T X 

HX-03-01 RCS loop LB Discharge failure T X 

HX-01-07 RCS loop 2A Discharge failure T X 

HX-03-10 RCS loop 2B Discharge failure T X 

HX-26-01 Insufficient hot leg recirculation T X 

H-MPCC0001-S Common cause failure-MP-S->017, 018, and 019 T 

In Table B-7, a summary of base and current case core damage sequence is provided. The overall CDF 
increased by 3.75E-3/yr, from 2.99E-5/yr to 3.78E-3/yr, an increase by a factor of 125.

B-10



Table B-7. Summary of Core Damage Sequences for HPSI Unavailable (Case 1).  

Event Tree Sequence Current Base Difference 
Name Name Frequency Frequency (Current-Base) 

(/Rx-Yr) (/Rx-Yr) 
CCW 3 3.81E-07 3.81E-07 0.00E+00 
CCW 6 1.27E-07 1.27E-07 0.00E+00 
CCW 12 6.1OE-09 6.10E-09 0.OOE+00 
CCW 14 2.54E-09 2.54E-09 0.00E+00 
LDC 5 1.64E-07 1.64E-07 0.00E+00 
LDC 29 2.45E-08 NA 2.45E-08 
LDC 33 1.60E-08 1.60E-08 0.00E+00 
LL 3 4.77E-04 2.77E-07 4.77E-04 
LL 5 5.OOE-04 1.65E-06 4.98E-04 
LL 11 7.79E-07 7.78E-07 1.OOE-10 
LL 13 4.71E-07 4.71E-07 1.OOE-10 

LOP 5 6.40E-09 NA 6.40E-09 
LOP 9 7.51E-06 6.80E-09 7.50E-06 
LOP 11 4.577E-06 4.83E-06 -2.59E-07 
LOP 15-05 1.69E-06 1.68E-06 1.OOE-09 
LOP 15-07 3.68E-08 3.68E-08 0.00E+00 
LOP 15-10 7.93E-09 7.93E-09 O.OOE+00 
LOP 15-13 3.78E-09 3.78E-09 0.00E+00 
LOP 15-20 1.52E-06 1.52E-06 0.00E+00 
LOP 17 1.42E-07 1.42E-07 0.00E+00 
LOP 19-07 6.42E-09 NA 6.42E-09 
LOP 19-09 1.20E-08 1.20E-08 0.OOE+00 
LOP 19-13 6.42E-09 6.42E-09 0.OOE+00 
LOP 19-15 3.21E-09 3.21E-09 0.OOE+00 
LOP 19-17 5.35E-08 5.35E-08 0.OOE+00 
ML. 3 9.55E-04 5.82E-07 9.54E-04 
ML 5 NA 2.01E-06 -2.01E-06 
ML 9 7.18E-08 6.92E-08 2.56E-09 
ML 20 1.OOE-03 1.46E-06 9.99E-04 
PCS 5 1.53E-06 1.90E-06 -3.67E-07 
PCS 9 1.55E-08 1.55E-08 0.OOE+00 
PCS 11 NA 5.67E-07 -5.67E-07 
PCS 19 6.36E-09 6.36E-09 0.OOE+00 
PCS 22 3.42E-06 NA 3.42E-06 
PCS 29 4.25E-05 9.4 1E-08 4.24E-05 
PCS 33-07 3.18E-08 NA 3.18E-08 
PCS 33-09 7.58E-08 7.57E-08 LOOE-11 
PCS 33-13 3.29E-08 3.29E-08 0.00E+00 
PCS 33-15 1.59E-08 1.59E-08 0.OOE+00 
PCS 33-17 2.65E-07 2.67E-07 -1.90E-09 
PCS 33-23 8.36E-09 NA 8.36E-09 
PCS 33-25 1.56E-08 1.56E-08 0.00E+00 
PCS 33-29 8.36E-09 8.36E-09 0.00E+00 
SGR 4 1.89E-04 2.21E-07 1.89E-04 
SGR 8 3.27E-05 2.24E-08 3.27E-05 
SGR 10 7.60E-08 7.60E-08 1.OOE- 11
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Table B-7. (continued).

Base 
Frequency 
(IRx-Yr)

SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 

SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SSL 
SSL 
SSL 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
VL 
VR 

TOTALS

Difference 
(Current-Base)

13 
16 
18 
20 

24-17 
3 
5 
12 
15 
22 
7 
11 
13 
4 
10 

14-17 
5 
17 
19 
25 
29 

33-07 
33-09 
33-11 
33-13 
33-17 
33-23 
33-25 
33-27 
33-29 

3 
2

B-6.3 CASE 2 - Simulation of Unavailability of HPSI Train 2 Due to 
Stuck Open Safety Relief Valves.  

It was assumed ifthe SRV in the discharge line of Train 2 remains fully stuck open then the flow would 
be diverted through the stuck open valve and therefore, Train 2 would be unavailable. It was also assumed 
that as long as Train 1 is available, the core can be cooled down. To estimate CDF due to unavailability of 
HPSI train 2, first the event tree top events involving HPSI train 2 were identified. These fault trees were 
reviewed and the flag for calculation type for the appropriate top gates and basic events were set to TRUE

B-12

Event Tree 
Name

3.OOE-08 
2.06E-08 
1.00E-05 
4.78E-08 
5.OOE-09 
7.43E-08 

NA 
4.16E-08 
1.07E-05 
5.17E-04 
2.40E-07 
5.93E-08 
1.02E-07 
3.67E-06 
7.47E-07 
6.50E-09 
9.14E-07 

NA 
2.33E-09 
1.25E-06 
1.55E-05 
2.29E-07 
5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 
2.37E-07 
1.91E-06 
6.01E-08 
1.43E-07 
2.OOE-09 
6.22E-08 
6.60E-07 
2.OOE-07 
3.78E-03

Sequence 
Name

3.OOE-08 
2.06E-08 
4.79E-09 
4.78E-08 
5.OOE-09 
6.92E-08 
2.01E-06 
4.16E-08 
2.87E-09 
8.88E-07 
2.40E-07 
5.93E-08 
1.02E-07 
5.84E-08 
7.59E-07 
6.50E-09 
1.81E-06 
1.74E-07 
2.33E-09 

NA 
2.50E-08 

NA 
5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 
2.37E-07 
1.92E-06 

NA 
1.43E-07 
2.OOE-09 
6.22E-08 
6.60E-07 
2.OOE-07 
2.98E-05

Current 
Frequency 
(IRx-Yrý

0.OOE+00 
1.00E- I1 
1.00E-05 
1.OOE-I I 
0.00E+00 
5.12E-09 
-2.01E-06 
0.OOE+O0 
1.07E-05 
5.16E-04 
1.00E-10 

0.OOE+O0 
1.OOE-10 
3.61E-06 
-1.26E-08 
0.OOE+00 
-8.93E-07 
-1.74E-07 
1.00E-12 
1.25E-06 
1.55E-05 
2.29E-07 
0.00E+00 
1.OOE-11 
0.OOE+00 
-1.40E-08 
6.01E-08 
0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
1.OOE- 11 
0.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 
3.75E-03



(T), i.e., always fails, to simulate unavailability of HPSI train 2. Then the analysis process was repeated as 
discussed in Case 1.  

In this case, all the core damage sequences were reanalyzed. This case is referred to as the current case in 
Table B-9.  

To model HPSI train 2 unavailable, the top gates/basic events in Table B-8 were set to true, i.e., always 
fails.  

Table B-8. Logic settings for Case 2.  

Top Gate/Basic Description Calculation Process 
Event Type Flag 

HX-08-16 Insufficient flow to header 2 (Train 2) T X 

H-CV017-P Insufficient flow through check valve HCV-17 Set Prob. to 1.0 

H-MP019-M Pump 019 unavailable due to maintenance/test Set Prob. to 1.0 

H-ZZ18TO19-K P018 not aligned to Train 1 Set Prob. to L.OE-12 

In Table B-9, a summary of base and current case core damage sequences is provided. The overall CDF 

increased by 8.82E-5/yr, from 2.99E-5/yr to 1.1 8E-4/yr, an increase by a factor of 3.  

Table B-9. Summary of Core Damage Sequences for BPSI Train 1 Unavailable (Case 2).  

Event Sequence Current Base Difference 
Tree Name Name Frequency Frequency (Current-Base) 

(/Rx-Yr) (/Rx-Yr)
CCW 
CCW 

CCW 
CCW 

LDC 
LDC 
LL 
LL 
LL 
LL 

LOP 

LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 

LOP 
LOP

3 
6 
12 
14 
5 
33 
3 
5 
11 

13 
7 
9 
11 

15-05 
15-07 
15-10 
15-13 
15-20

3.81E-07 

1.27E-07 

6.1OE-09 
2.54E-09 

2.93E-07 
1.60E-08 
2.36E-06 
1.65E-05 
7.79E-07 
4.71E-07 
6.14E-08 
6.07E-07 

4.57E-06 

1.69E-06 
3.68E-08 

7.93E-09 

3.78E-09 
1.52E-06

3.81E-07 

1.27E-07 

6.1OE-09 
2.54E-09 

1.64E-07 
1.60E-08 
2.77E-07 
1.65E-06 
7.78E-07 

4.71E-07 
NA 

6.80E-09 

4.83E-06 
1.68E-06 

3.68E-08 
7.93E-09 

3.78E-09 
1.52E-06

0.OOE+00 

0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 

1.28E-07 

0.OOE+00 
2.09E-06 
1.48E-05 

L.OOE-10 
L.OOE-10 
6.14E-08 
6.OOE-07 

-2.59E-07 

L.OOE-09 

0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 

0.00E4-00 

O.OOE+O0
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Event Sequence 
Tree Name Name

LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
LOP 
ML 
ML 
ML 
ML 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
PCS 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 

SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SSL 
SSL 
SSL 
TT

17 
19-09 

19-13 

19-15 
19-17 

3 
5 

9 

20 
5 

9 

11 
19 

22 
29 

33-09 
33-13 
33-15 
33-17 
33-25 
33-29 

4 

8 

10 
13 

16 
18 

20 

24-17 

3 

5 

12 

15 

22 
7 

11 
13 
4 
10 

14-17 

5

Difference 
(Current-Base)

Current 
Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 
1.42E-07 

1.20E-08 
6.42E-09 

3.21E-09 
5.35E-08 
4.75E-06 

1.16E-05 

6.92E-08 

2.20E-05 

1.53E-06 

1.55E-08 
3.62E-06 

6.36E-09 
4.77E-09 
3.59E-06 

7.58E-08 
3.29E-08 
1.59E-08 
2.65E-07 
1.56E-08 
8.36E-09 

3.64E-06 

5.49E-07 

7.60E-08 

3.OOE-08 
2.21E-08 

1.88E-07 

4.78E-08 
5.OOE-09 

6.92E-08 

1.16E-05 
4.16E-08.  

5.47E-08 

1.60E-05 
2.40E-07 
5.93E-08 
1.02E-07 
9.52E-08 
7.47E-07 

6.50E-09 

9.46E-07
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Base 
Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 

1.42E-07 
1.20E-08 

6.42E-09 
3.21E-09 

5.35E-08 
5.82E-07 

2.01E-06 
6.92E-08 

1.46E-06 

1.90E-06 

1.55E-08 

5.67E-07 
6.36E-09 

NA 
9.41E-08 
7.57E-08 
3.29E-08 
1.59E-08 
2.67E-07 
1.56E-08 
8.36E-09 

2.21E-07 
2.24E-08 

7.60E-08 

3.OOE-08 
2.06E-08 

4.79E-09 
4.78E-08 

5.OOE-09 

6.92E-08 

2.01E-06 
4.16E-08 

2.87E-09 

8.88E-07 
2.40E-07 

5.93E-08 

1.02E-07 
5.84E-08 

7.59E-07 

6.50E-09 

1.81E-06

O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
0.00E+00 

0.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
4.17E-06 
9.55E-06 

1.OOE-11 

2.05E-05 

-3.67E-07 

0.OOE+00 

3.06E-06 
0.00E+00 
4.77E-09 
3.50E-06 
1.OOE-11 

0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
-1.90E-09 
O.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 

3.42E-06 

5.27E-07 

1.OOE- 11 
O.OOE+00 
1.49E-09 

1.84E-07 
1.OOE-11 

0.OOE+00 
I.OOE- 11 
9.55E-06 

0.OOE+00 

5.18E-08 

1.51E-05 
1.OOE-10 
O.OOE+00 
1.OOE-10 
3.68E-08 

-1.26E-08 

0.OOE+00 
-8.61E-07



Event Sequence 
Tree Name Name

TT 

TT 
TT 

TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 
TT 

TT 

TT 

VL 
VR 

TOTALS

17 

19 

29 
33-09 
33-11 
33-13 
33-15 
33-17 

33-25 
33-27 

33-29 

3 
2

Current 
Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr)
1.28E-06 
2.33E-09 
1.27E-06 
5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 
2.37E-07 
1.14E-07 
1.91E-06 
1.43E-07 
2.OOE-09 
6.22E-08 
6.60E-07 
2.OOE-07 
1.18E-04

Base 
Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 

1.74E-07 
2.33E-09 

2.50E-08 

5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 
2.37E-07 
1.14E-07 

1.92E-06 
1.43E-07 

2.00E-09 
6.22E-08 

6.60E-07 

2.OOE-07 
2.99E-05

Difference 
(Current-Base) 

1.1 IE-06 
LOOE-12 
1.24E-06 

0.00E+00 
1.OOE-11 

0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
-1.40E-08 

O.OOE+00O 
0.OOE+00 
1.OOE-11 

0.00E+00 
0.OOE+00 
8.82E-05

B-6.4 CASE 3 - Simulation of Unavailability of HPSI Train 2 Due to 
Premature Opening of Header #2 SRV, PSV 9321.  

In this case, a premature opening of component SRV PSV-9321 in HPSI train 2 is modeled compared to 
previous cases where failure of a train(s) was assumed. It was assumed if the SRV in the discharge line of 
Train 2 fails in the PO mode, then sufficient flow would be diverted through the open valve to make train 2 
unavailable. It was also assumed that as long as Train 1 is available, the core can be cooled down. If both 
trains of HPSI fail, the expected response is for the plant operators to attempt to depressurize by using 
secondary cooling, and use Containment Spray in injection mode to replenish primary system inventory.  

In the original IPE analysis, failure modes of SRVs, including PSV-9321, were not modeled. The fault 
trees for HPSI train 2 were reviewed and modified to include the random PO failure mode of PSV 9321 as 
basic event H-PSV9321-FO. Then the analysis process was repeated as discussed in Case 1. The probability 
of the premature opening of this SRV is assigned the value of 8.6E-2 as discussed in Section 2 of the report 
body.  

In this case, all the core damage sequences were reanalyzed. This case is referred to as the current case in 
Table B-10, where a summary of base and current case core damage sequences is provided. The overall CDF 
increased by 6.04E-6/yr, from 2.99E-5/yr to 3.59E-5/yr, an increase of 20%.
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Table B-IO. Summary of Core Damage Sequences for HPSI Train 2 with SRV modeled (Case 3).  

Current Base 
Event Tree Sequence Frequency Frequency Difference 

Name Name (/Rx-Yr) (/Rx-Yr) (Curr-Base) 
CCW 3 3.8 1E-07 3.81E-07 0.OOE+00 
CCW 6 1.27E-07 1.27E-07 0.OOE+00 
CCW 12 6.1OE-09 6.10E-09 0.OOE+00 
CCW 14 2.54E-09 2.54E-09 0.OOE+00 
LDC 5 2.93E-07 1.64E-07 1.28E-07 
LDC 33 1.60E-08 1.60E-08 0.OOE+00 
LL 3 4.49E-07 2.77E-07 1.72E-07 
LL 5 2.92E-06 1.65E-06 1.27E-06 
LL 11 7.79E-07 7.78E-07 1.OOE-10 
LL 13 4.71E-07 4.71E-07 1.OOE-10 

LOP 9 3.23E-08 6.80E-09 2.55E-08 
LOP 11 4.57E-06 4.83E-06 -2.59E-07 
LOP 15-05 1.69E-06 1.68E-06 1.OOE-09 
LOP 15-07 3.68E-08 3.68E-08 0.OOE+00 
LOP 15-10 7.93E-09 7.93E-09 O.OOE+00 
LOP 15-13 3.78E-09 3.78E-09 0.OOE+00 
LOP 15-20 1.52E-06 1.52E-06 0.OOE+00 
LOP 17 1.42E-07 1.42E-07 O.OOE+00 
LOP 19-09 1.20E-08 1.20E-08 0.00E+00 
LOP 19-13 6.42E-09 6.42E-09 0.OOE+00 
LOP 19-15 3.21E-09 3.21E-09 0.00E+00 
LOP 19-17 5.35E-08 5.35E-08 0.00E+00 
ML 3 9.26E-07 5.82E-07 3.44E-07 
ML 5 2.84E-06 2.01E-06 8.26E-07 
ML 9 6.92E-08 6.92E-08 1.OOE-11 

ML 20 3.22E-06 1.46E-06 1.75E-06 
PCS 5 1.53E-06 1.90E-06 -3.67E-07 
PCS 9 1.55E-08 1.55E-08 0.OOE+00 
PCS 11 8.25E-07 5.67E-07 2.58E-07 
PCS 19 6.36E-09 6.36E-09 0.OOE+00 
PCS 29 3.66E-07 9.41E-08 2.72E-07 
PCS 33-09 7.58E-08 7.57E-08 1.OOE-11 
PCS 33-13 3.29E-08 3.29E-08 0.00E+00 
PCS 33-15 1.59E-08 1.59E-08 0.00E+00 
PCS 33-17 2.65E-07 2.67E-07 -1.90E-09 
PCS 33-25 1.56E-08 1.56E-08 0.00E+00 
PCS 33-29 8.36E-09 8.36E-09 0.OOE+00 

SGR 4 4.27E-07 2.21E-07 2.06E-07 
SGR 8 4.39E-08 2.24E-08 2.15E-08
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Event Tree 
Name 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 
SGR 

SGR 

SGR 

SL 

SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 

SLB 
SLB 

SLB 
SSL 

SSL 
SSL 
TT 
TT 
TT 

TT 
TT 
TT 

TT 

TT 
TT 
TT 

TT 
TT 
VL 
VR 

TOTALS =

Sequence 
Name 

10 
13 
16 
18 

20 

24-17 

3 
5 
12 
15 
22 
7 
11 
13 
4 
10 

14-17 
5 

17 

19 
29 

33-09 

33-11 

33-13 

33-15 
33-17 
33-25 

33-27 
33-29 

3 
2

Current 
Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 
7.60E-08 
3.OOE-08 
2.21E-08 
1.53E-08 

4.78E-08 

5.OOE-09 

6.92E-08 

2.84E-06 
4.16E-08 
2.87E-09 
2.15E-06 
2.40E-07 

5.93E-08 
1.02E-07 
5.3,6E-08 
7.47E-07 
6.50E-09 
9.46E-07 
2.59E-07 

2.33E-09 
1.17E-07 
5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 

2.37E-07 

1.14E-07 
1.91E-06 
1.43E-07 

2.OOE-09 
6.22E-08 
6.60E-07 

2.OOE-07 
3.59E-05

Base 
Frequency 
(/Rx-Yr) 

7.60E-08 
3.OOE-08 

2.06E-08 
4.79E-09 

4.78E-08 

5.00E-09 

6.92E-08 

2.01E-06 
4.16E-08 
2.87E-09 
8.88E-07 

2.40E-07 

5.93E-08 
1.02E-07 
5.84E-08 
7.59E-07 
6.50E-09 
1.81E-06 
1.74E-07 
2.33E-09 
2.50E-08 

5.45E-07 
2.01E-08 

2.37E-07 

1.14E-07 
1.92E-06 

1.43E-07 
2.OOE-09 

6.22E-08 
6.60E-07 

2.OOE-07 
2.99E-05

Difference 
(Curr-Base) 

1.OOE-11 
0.OOE+00 
1.49E-09 
1.05E-08 

1.OOE-I1 

0.OOE+00 
1.OOE-1 1 
8.26E-07 
0.00E+oo 
0.OOE+00 
1.26E-06 
1.OOE-10 
0.OOE+00 
1.OOE-10 

-4.79E-09 
-1.26E-08 
0.OOE+00 
-8.61E-07 
8.45E-08 
1.OOE-12 

9.24E-08 
0.OOE+00 
1.OOE-11 

0.OOE+00 
0.OOE+00 
-1.40E-08 
0.00E+0o 

0.00E+oo 
1.OOE-11 
0.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 
6.04E-06
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"i. INTRODUCTION 

In the process of performing a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of small spring actuated relief 
valve (SRV) failures as part of the resolution of Generic Safety Issue 165. it became desirable to review 

deterministic aspects of SRV failures. This report documents the study done in support of the probabilistic 
work documented in Reference 1. The plant piping and instrumentation drawings (PIDs) were reviewed for 

the five plants that are used in the PRA study of Reference 1. The objective was to identify SRVs whose 

failure could have a significant effect on train or system reliability, that were not otherwise ideni:ied in the 

companion study. In addition, the Licensee Event Report (LER) database was searched for events involving 
SRV failures that could have bled down supplies of emergency coolant or had the potential to bypass 

emergency coolant flow. The SRVs of interest were those utilized in safety related support systems that are 
less than 4 inches in diameter. The SRVs identified by K'cse two surveys were then reviewed for their 
capability to disable the associated train or system.  

2. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

2.1 PID Survey 

Five plants, representing a cross section of domestic commercial nuclear power plants were the 

subject of the study documented in Reference 1. These include Oconee Unit 3, a Babcock and Wilcox 
(B&W) plant, Grand Gulf, a General Electric (GE) plant, plants of Westinghouse three loop (W3L) (Surry) 

and Westinghouse four loop (W4L) (Sequovah) designs, and San Onofre Units 2 and 3, which are 

Combustion Engineering (CE) plants. In the Reference 1 Study, some systems in each plant were examined 
for SRVs with adequate size and appropriate location to make them potential train or system failure points.  

The object of this PID survey was to examine the balance of the safety related support systems of each of 

these plants for the presence of SRVs capable of causing train or system failure. The list below shows the 
systems examined for each plant.  

B&W systems examined: SRVs were found in the high pressure injection and recirculation (HPSI), 
emergency feedwater, and low pressure injection and recirculation systems (LPSI). No capable 

SRVs were found in high pressure senrice water, condenser circulating water, and primary pressure 
control path.  

GE: SRVs were found in the high pressure core spray (HPCS) and reactor core isolation cooling 
(RCIC) systems, as well as on the emergency diesel generator (EDG) air-start air receivers.  

W3L EDG PIDs were searched for SRVs, with the same results as shown for GE. In addition, SRVs 

were found in the HPSI, auxiliary feedwater (AFW), and LPSI systems.  

W4L EDGs have SRVs in the EDG air sub-system. SRVs were also found in the charging, HPSI 

and LPSI systems. In addition, the AFW, cold leg accumulator, and steam generator integrity 
systems were examined with negative results.  

The CE plant search revealed one SRV on each loop of the emergency chilled water system. SRVs 
were also found in the HPSI, LPSI, safety injection tanks (SITs), chemical and volume control
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(CVCS) systems and the EDGs. There wxere no capable SRVs found in the AFW. saltwater cooling.  

and component cooling water (CCW) systems.  

2.2 LER Survey 

A LER su-vev was accomplished using the axailable database. for the years 1990 through 1997. The 

automated search results were analyzed. and events outside the scope of interest were eliminated. Fortv-nine 

events of interest were identified, and the full text of each LER was reviewed. Table I shows the seven 

events that meet the scope of interest, and a brief summary of each event follows.  

The first listed event resulted from improper settings of the blowdown rings, resulting in the low 

head safety injection (LHSI) pump discharge S'P failing to close at the required reset pressure. The 

failure was found during testing, and illustrates a possible common cause tpe failure, since the root 

cause was an inadequate maintenance procedure.  

The second event involved an SRV in the CCW system supplying cooling to a HPCI pump. The 

actual leak was minor, and would not have lead to significant loss of CCW inventory, but the 

malfunction did lead to placing the HPCI pump out of service until the valve was repaired.  

Technically, with the component out of service for maintenance. it would not be available if 
demanded.  

Events three and four in\olved SRVs on the suction and discharge sides of charging pumps. resulting 

in pumps being placed out of serý ice.  

The fifth event occurred after a plant \%as shut down due to the unavailability of one of the SITs due 

to its SRV failure. A second SIT lost operability due to leakage through the SRV in the nitrogen gas 

supply.  

The sixth event was the most serious found in the survey. Two separate SRVs failed in an alternate 

minimum flow (AMF) subsystem of a high head safety injection system (HHSI). The failure was 

discovered during testing, and could have occurred as much as a year previously.  

The seventh event involved the failure of an SRV on an air receiver associated with the air start 

system of an emergency diesel generator (EDG). It is included here since EDG failure can impact the 

operation of emergency core cooling systems and other safety related support systems in a plant,
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Table 1. Summary of LEl'Rs of'events capable ofdivcrltri or depicting I"CCS flow.

LER Reactor Unit 

Number Name 

33891019 North Anna Unit #1 

27796004 Peach Bottom Unit #2 

26193004 Robinson Unit #2

Evern 
Date

LER Title and Component I.D.0

9/4/91 Inadequate Procedure Causes an Improper LHSI Relief Valve Blowdown 
Ring Setting Resulting in Operability Issues. I-SI-RV-1845C (discharge) 

4/17/96 High Pressure Coolant Injectio System Inoperable Due to a Leak in 
Cooling Water Relief Valve. HPCI CW RV 

5112/93 Unusual Event Caused By Reactor Coolant System Leakage CVC-2080

38296008 Waterford Unit #3 6/6/96 Loss of Chemical Volume Control (CVC) Charging Pump Flow 

38291009 Waterford Unit #3 5)21/91 Safety Injection Tank 1A and 1B Inoperable due to Relief Valve Malfunction.  
SI-327A 

40091008 Shearon Harris Unit # 1 4/391 Common Cause Failure of High Head Safety Injection Alternate Miniflow 
(see also Information Notice 92-61). ICS-744 & 1CS-755

Fail Dis
Mode 2 covery 
FC Test

Comments 
Depletion, blowdown rings set improperly, could be a 
source of common cause failure

Leak Ops Diversion, if cooling was interrupted to an ECCS purrp.  
Actual leakage was small.  

PO Ops Diversion, via excessive leakage through charging pump 
suction relief 

PO Ops Diversion, via charging pump discharge relief

PO 

PO& 
Leak

37493005 La Salle Unit #2 8/2/93 2A Diesel Generator Air Start System Below 200 PSIG Due to Equipment PO 
Failure (see also Information Notice 90-18). 2DGO48B

SD Ops Depletion, via inadvertant depressurization of nitrogen in 
. safety injection tanks through SRVs

Test 

Ops

Diversion via malfunctioning alternate miniflow SRVs. a 
very serious event

DG air start tank pressure low

1. LER Component Event Search Criteria: Component(s) -&RVC'.RVX.,RVS','RVZ': Component 
Class(es), Primary System(s), Interfacing System(s). Component Vendor(s). Happening(s). Event Cause(s). Event 
Effect(s), Event Timing(s). Detection Methods(s), and Nuclear Plant -Any 

2. Fail modes: FC-fail to close, Leak-seat leakage, P0-premature opening.
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2.3 Hydraulic Evaluations

The SRVs identified in the PID and LER Sunreys Ncre evaluated for their capability to cause the 

failure of the associated train or system by failing to close or by opening prematurely 

2.3.1 Evaluation of SRVs Identified in the PID Survey 

In the B&W systems examined, the SRVs found in the HPSI system were found on the suction side 

of the pumps. As was shown in the analysis in Reference 1, flow rates through suction-side relief 

valves are negligible compared to the pump capacity (but can discharge sizable quantities of coolant 

if a leak goes undetected for a significant period). The SRV in the AFW system is in the steam 

supply to the turbine driven feed pump, and would not be capable of disabling the system. The 

SRVs in the LPSI system are on the discharge side, with a capacity of 126 gpm, or only about 4% of 

the capacity of one pump. Thus, no SRV was found capable of failing and causing its associated 
train to fail.  

The GE HPCS and RCIC systems utilized SRVs on the suction side of the pumps, where SRV 

failure has a negligible impact on train reliability. The HPCS system has an SRV on the discharge 

side of the pump, but Reference I showed this particular failure to have little impact on the overall 
plant response to accidents. and was not analyzed further. Events have shown that the SRVs on the 

EDG air-start air receivers can malfunction and depressurize one (and possibly two) of the tanks with 

the result that the probability of a successful start on demand of the associated EDG would be 

reduced. Plant operators generally treat the EDGs as "super systems," and track the overall 

reliability. Adequate instrumentation exists to detect SRV failures in this application, and Technical 

Specifications specify corrective actions to be taken if failure occurs. In a detailed study of EDG 
reliability, the air receiver SRVs were not found to be a significant failure source.' 

The W3L SRVs found in the HPSI s.stem, the AFW system, and the LPSI system suction either 

ranked low in importance or were located on the pump suction, and were not analyzed further. The 

LPSI system does have pump discharge SRVs, and an analysis was done on the valves using the 

body size to calculate flow, since the orifice size was unavailable. This pessimistic calculation 

showed that, at most, 6% of the flow from one pump would be diverted through a stuck open valve, 
not enough to fail the system or the train See the GE discussion for EDG SRVs.  

The W4L SRVs found in the charging and LPSI systems ranked lower in importance (in Reference 1) 

than the HPSI system. The HPSI system discharge SRVs wvere found to have orifices of 1.29 square 

inches, with a resultant loss of flow of 9% of the capacity of a single pump. This degradation is 
insufficient to fail the svstem or the train. The EDG SRVs are discussed above in the GE paragraph.  

The CE plant has one SRV on each train of the two-train emergency chilled water system. These 

SRVs were not considered capable of disabling safety related support systems because of system 
redundancy, presence of a compression (expansion) tank on each train, online makeup to the system, 

and adequate time available to correct the problem before adverse consequences result. SRVs were 

also found in the EDGs (which have been discussed above), and the HPSI, LPSI, SITs, and CVCS 

systems. There is one capable SRV in the HPSI system, the Train 2 discharge header SRV. This
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valve is sized larger (160 gpm) than necessary for purely thermal relief purposes. since it must also 
protect the header from the discharge of the positi, e displacement charging pumps !r certain systenm 
alignments. The Train I discharge header SRV is sized for purely thermal relief purposes at 5 gpm.  
and is not capable of failing the associated train. The SRV on the LPSI system is rated at 5 gpm. and 
is not considered capable of failing the system. The SITs are instrumented to detect loss of nitrogen 
pressure in the event of an SRV failure, therefore, those SRVs are not considered capable of failing 
the function of the SITs. The CVCS has three positive displacement pumps. with an SRV on the 
suction and discharge side of each pump. Thus, failure of one SRV could fail only part of the 
system. In the event of the failure of the entire CVCS, other systems, such as HPSI, exist to add 
coolant as needed.  

2.3.2 Evaluations of SRVs Identified in the LER Survey 

Blowdown ring improper setting causes failure to close. Several other events, similar in nature, but 
less severe, were noted in the survey. This is a small thermal relief, and is not capable of disabling 
the associated train of LHSI 

SRV in the CCW system supplying cooling to a HPCI pump. If a failure of this type (small leak) 
occurred during an actual demand, the pump could have functioned adequately. In this event, it was 
removed from service in compliance with plant procedures.  

Events three and four involved SRVs on the suction and discharge sides of charging pumps, resulting 
in pumps being placed out of ser ice. These two events are of lesser importance, since other systems 
are available as backups to these pumps.  

SIT unavailability due to SRV leak. The SRV failures were found to have a common cause, in that 
the design and qualification of the valves was not consistent .kith the application, and there was 
unusual mechanical agitation of the valves due to maintenance work in the vicinity. The event was 
reportable, but illustrates that the SIT gas pressure monitoring and control is effective in detecting 
and correcting SRV failures.  

AMF SRVs failed in an HHSI system. This was the subject of a h',draulic analysis, which revealed 
the failures had the potential to divert sufficient flow to disable the system. The system was 
subsequently redesigned to use orifices rather than the SRVs that failed. The seriousness of this 
event led to the issuance of U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Information Notice (IN) 
92-61, which alerted operators of plants with similar designs to the problem.  

Failure of EDG air receiver SRV. Investigation of the event revealed that the SRV in question was 
not properly rated for the safety related application. The NRC issued IN 90-.18 as a result of this 
event, alerting plant operators to the possibility that improperly applied components might be in their 
plants. The operating pressures in the air receivers are monitored and minimum allowable pressures 
are alarmed, so that corrective actions can be taken in a timely manner, in the event of an SRV 
failure. In addition, EDG reliability was the subject of a recent study.: Air receiver SRV failures 
were not identified as a significant contributor to EDG unreliability.
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3. SUMMARY 

The PIDs of safety related systems of fi e plants %%ere reviexved in detail for SRVs that could cause 
train or system failure by diverting or depleting coolant make-up flow% 21 valv es in 17 systems were 
identified and evaluated One SRV %%as identified. th;e Train 2 SRV in the CE plant HPSI sIstem, that had 
the potential to fail the associated train. The failure consequences o" this \ al e have been inm estigated in 
some detail in Refecrnce 1.  

The LER sunrey produced 49 events for detailed review. The seven events that were found that 
could lead to coolant diversion or depletion are summarized and evaluated above. The evaluations showed 
that investigations were conducted for each failure, and that corrective actions commensurate with the 
seriousness and scope of the problems were taken.  
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0- .10 UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
O •WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

June 9, 1999 

Dr. William D. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

Dear Dr. Travers: 

SUBJECT: PROPOSED RESOLUTION OF GENERIC SAFETY ISSUE-165, SPRING
ACTUATED SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVE RELIABILITY 

During the 463'd meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, June 2-4, 1999, 
we reviewed the proposed resolution of Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-165, "Spring-Actuated 
Safety and Relief Valve Reliability.' During our review, we had the benefit of discussions with 
representatives of the NRC staff. We also had the benefit of the document referenced.  

Recommendation 

We agree with the staff's proposal to resolve GSI-165 without any regulatory action.  

Backaround 

This Generic Issue was identified after licensees, on a number of occasions, reported that 
spring-actuated safety and relief valves (SRVs) failed to meet set point criteria within the desired 
tolerance. At the Shearon Harris plant, failure of an SRV had potentially degraded the high 
head safety injection system. This failure went undetected for a significant period. The primary 
concern of this GSI was that failure of SRVs in safety-related support systems could cause a 
significant diversion of flow from these systems and thus prevent the systems from performing 
their design function. The scope of GSI-165 was limited to small (< 4 inches) SRVs in safety
related support systems, for which no American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) code 
requirements for testing existed at the time this concern was raised. GSI-165 was assigned 
high priority based on the results of a preliminary analysis, which showed that failure of SRVs 
could raise the core damage frequency (CDF) to a value as high as 5x1 02 per reactor year.  

Discussion 

To resolve this GSI, the NRC staff conducted a study with the technical assistance of the Idaho 
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). In this study, piping and 
instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs) were evaluated along with other plant-specific information 
provided by licensees for a group of five light-water reactors (LWRs) representative of U.S. LWR 
designs.
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None of these plants were found to contain the type of system cross-tying that contributed to the 
seri:'ýu degradation of the high head safety injection system at the Shearon Hamris plant. It was 
determined that many safety-related support systems do not have SRVs, or they have SRVs 
that cannot produce flow diversion sufficient to cause the failure of their train. Only a single 
oversized valve in one plant was identified as having the potential for failing its train. The 
analysis showed an increase in CDF of only 6xl 0- per reactor year even for this worst-case 
situation. This CDF is a conservative estimate of risk since the assumed SRV failure rate 
included all failure modes, most of which do not lead to significant flow diversion of the 
associated train.  

To confirm the generic applicability of these findings to the other operating plants, the NRC staff 
reviewed the P&IDs of 19 additional plants. In order to review as many diverse configurations 
as possible, no sister plants were included in this set. This review confirmed the findings of the 
INEEL study. The number of configurations reviewed appears to be sufficiently large and 
diverse to justify generic applicability of the conclusions of the INEEL report.  

Review of licensee event reports and the nuclear plant reliability data system database did not 
identify any other instances of valve spring failure besides the one at the Shearon Harris plant.  
Furthermore, the additional testing requirements originally contemplated as a possible resolution 
of this GSI were included in the 1986 Edition of the ASME code. That edition was endorsed in 
the 1992 update of 10 CFR 50.55a, and most plants are already performing this additional 
testing. This endorsement effectively resolved GSI-165 as early as 1992. As of now, more 
than 90 percent of all operating plants have included this testing in their inservice testing (IST) 
programs, and the remaining plants have committed to including this testing in their IST 
programs by the next refueling outage. We, therefore, agree with the proposed resolution of 
GSI-165.  

Sincerely, 

Dana A. Powers 
Chairman 

Reference: 
Memorandum dated April 2, 1999, from John W. Craig, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, 
to John T. Larkins, Executive Director, ACRS, Subject: Review of Generic Safety Issue 165, 
Spring-Actuated Safety and Relief Valve Reliability.


